
SERVICING.CONSTRUCTION.COLOUR.DEVELOPMENTS
DECEMBER

1973

ALSO: -SERVICING THE GEC SERIES1 CHWIS:ADDITIONAL IF AMPLIFICATION



COLOUR, UHF AND TELEVISION SPARES

p.p. 30p, C.O.D. 28p.
MURPHY 849, 939, 153 2417S
PHILIPS 1768/2168, 1796/2196
PHILIPS I7TG/100 Range
STELLA 1011/1029 ..
PHILIPS 19TG111/12..
PHILIPS 19TG121 to 156 ..
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210 series
BUSH TV92, 93, 105 to 186SS
EKCO 221/394 FERR 1001/1065
ECKO, FERR. 418, 1093 etc...
DECCA DR95, 101/606, DR1,
2, 3. 121/123, 20/24, 2000 ..
FERG. 305 to 727. THORN 850
FERG, HMV, MARCONI,
ULTRA, PHILCO 3600, 2600,
4600, 6600, 1100 series, Jell pot £4.70
KB VCI to VCII £4.40
GEC 302 to 456, 2000 series £4.90
P/SCOTT 960, COSSOR 1964 £4.70
PYE 17/21, 17/S, 110 to 510,
700, 830, I, 2, 3, 11U to 64 .. £4.30
PYE 169, 569, 769 series .. £5.25
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOPTS
to above PYE .. £4.30
SOBELL 195/282/1000 series.. £4.90
Transistorised I.F. panel (salvaged) ..
850 field output transformer ..
850 scan coils
THORN 850 Time Base Panel, Dual Standard £1 p.p. 30p.
THORN 850 Mains Droppers 30p p.p. 15p (state approx. values).

CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

"TELEVISION" CONSTRUCTOR'S COLOUR SET. DEMON-
STRATION MODEL, WORKING AND ON VIEW AT 172 WEST
END LANE, N.W.6. ALREADY SEEN BY HUNDREDS OF
CONSTRUCTORS. COMPLETE YOUR SET WITH MANOR
SUPPLIES COMPONENTS. CALL. PHONE OR WRITE FOR
UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION COLOUR LISTS.
MAINS TRANSFORMER 280W, for Colour Set. Guaranteed to
give correct outputs under actual load conditions. Designed for
original power board. No alterations. In successful use for ten months.
£10.00 p.p. 70p.
SCAN PACK No. 21. Mullard or Plessey Scan Coils, Convergence
Yoke, Blue Lateral, complete for £10.00 p.p. 45p.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Convergence 3 for £2.50 p.p. 30p.
Decoder, I.F. amp. Time Base £1.25. Power £1.50 p.p. 25p. R.G.B.
70p p.p. 17p, Varicap, C.R.T. Base 66p p.p. I 1p. Complete Set £8.25
p.p. 35p. Audio Panel & P.A. 263 £2.30 p.p. 15p.
PACKS (incl. p.p.). No. 2 £4.90, No. 5 £1.05. No. 9 45p. No. 12 31p,
No. 13 35p, No. 14 £9.90, No. IS £2.28, No. 16 £10.95, No. 17 £2.72,
No. 19 £2.30, No. 21 £10.40, No. 22 £2.20, C.R.T. Base 30p. C.R.T.
Shields £2.05 p.p. 55p, Varicap ELCI043 £4.50, TAA550 62p, AE
Isolpanel 30p, Pack No. 23 £2.95, Pack No. 24 £1.25.
PACK 22. Manor supplies modification kit and circuit 30p.
CABLE 7 x 0.2 mm Screened 10 yds for 50p. Colours, 25p p.p. 10p.
Line Osc. Coil 50p. 500 ohm Contrast 25p, 100 ohm W.W. 25p,
250 ohm 25W 30p, Slide Switches 15p, 14 M FD 1 KV 24p p.p. 10p.
SPECIAL OFFER I.F. Panel, leading British maker, similar design
to "Television" panel. Now in use as alternative incl. circuit, and
connection data £8.90. specially checked £13.80 p.p. 40p.
G.E.C. Colour decoder panels suitable for "Television" decoder
parts incl. DL20, crystal, ident coil, etc., £3.50 p.p. 35p
CRT HEATER TRANSFORMERS 6.3V IA £1.10 p.p. 25p.
PYE Line T.B. and power panels suitable for "Television" set parts
£1.50 p.p. 35p.
MULLARD at 1023/05 convergence yoke. New £2.50 p.p. 25p.
PHILIPS G6 single standard convergence panel, incl. 16 control's,
switches wtc., and circuits £3.75 p.p. 30 p, or incl. Yoke £5.00.
PHILIPS G8 decoder panel part complete incl. 1/C £2.50. I.F.
Panel part/compl. incl. modules £2.25 p.p. 30p.
BUSH CTV25 Mk. III Quadrupler Tray's/E.H.T. £8.25 p.p. 25p.
KB CVCI convergence control panels. New, complete £3.75 p.p. 25p.
VARICAP/VARACTOR ELC 1043 UHF tuner (for "Television"
colour receiver) £4.50. VHF Varicap tuners for band 1 & 3 £2.85.
Varicap tuners salvaged, VHF or UHF £1.50 p.p. 25p.
UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. Lists available. UHF
tuners, transistd. £3.10, incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.85; 6 position
or 4 position pushbutton £4.95. UHF/VHF transistd. tuner, latest
type, incl. circuit £3.25. Cyldon valve type £1.50 p.p. 30p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF kits in cabinet plinth
assembly, can be used as separate UHF receiver £7.50 p.p. 50p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 I.F. amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
£1.50 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 I.F. panel incl. cct £1 p.p. 30p.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg. HMV, Marconi. New £1.90 p.p. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS. KB "Featherlight" VCII, Philips 170 series,
GEC 2010 £2.50. AB Dual Stand, suitable Ferguson, Baird, KB, etc.
75p. Cyldon C 75p. Pye 110/510 -Pam, Invicta, Miniature, increm.
£1.95. Peto Scott 960, Decca 95/606 £1.50 p.p. 30p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available, brand
new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can be supplied

SPECIAL OFFERS
£4.90 BUSH TV53/86 .. £1.75
£4.90 BUSH TV95/99 .. £2.50

ECKO 380 to 390 .. £2.50
EKCO 407/417 .. £2.50
FERR 1057 to 1068 £2.50
FERR 1084/1092 .. £2.50
FERG 506 to 546 .. £1.50
HMV 1890 to 1896.. £1.50
P/SCOTT 1419 to
1725, 733 to 738 .. £1.75
REG 10-6, 10-17 .. £2.50
REG 191/2, 17-18 .. £2.50
RGD 519, 606, 610,

£4.70 612, 619, 620, 711 .. £2.50
£4.70 PHILCO 1010/21 .. £2.25

£4.30
£4.40
£4.90
£4.90
£4.90
£4.30
£4.30

COLOUR LOPTS
BUSH CTV 182 Series

£6.60
DECCA (Windings)
CTV 19/25 .. £6.25
GEC 2028, 2040 .. £7.45
SOBELL 1028, 1040 £7.45

LOPT inserts p.p. .. 17p
KB/RGD VCH, VCI I

Featherweight .. £2.75
KB/RGD VCI-9 .. £1.95
PHILIPS 17TGI00.. £1.95

.. £2.50 p.p. 25p
£1.80 p.p. 20p

.. £4.40 p.p. 30p

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

(Near W. Hampstead tube stn ; 28, 59, 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751
Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.I I

SOUTHEND
ELECTRONICS

COLOUR 25 KV TRIPLERS

£1.70 + 17p V.A.T.

REPLACEMENT TRIPLERS
PYE C72 SERIES
GEC 2028 SERIES
PHILIPS G8 SERIES

£3.00 + 30p V.A.T.

E.H.T. RECTIFIER STICKS
X80/150D

10p 1p V.A.T.

TRANSISTOR TUNER UNITS
VHF/UHF £2.00 20p V.A.T.
6 Push Button VHF/UHF £2.50 25p V.A.T.
6 Push Button UHF £3.00 30p V.A.T.

UHF £1.50 15p V.A.T.
300 Mixed Condenser £1.00 10p V.A.T.
350 Mixed Resistor £1.00 10p V.A.T.
100 w/w Resistor £1.00 10p V.A.T.
40 Mixed Pots £1.00 10p V.A.T.

PRINT PANELS WITH TRANSISTOR
Et RESISTOR Er CONDENSER Et RELAYS

£1.00 10p V.A.T.

Money returned if not completely satisfied

COLOUR PANELS
TRANSISTORS RESISTOR CONDENSER ETC.

£1.00 1 Op V.A.T.

I.F. PANELS, with Transistors Er Resistor etc.,

10p 1p V.A.T.

SOUTHEND ELECTRONICS
240 RAYLEIGH Rd., EASTWOOD

LEIGH -ON -SEA, ESSEX

Telephone: Southend 521363

P.P. PAID UK ONLY

Reg: Office Only -No Personal Callers Please



TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

All Lopts at the one price

£4.40 TRADE £4.95 RETAIL (INCLUDING V.A.T.)
Except Post and Packing 30p COD 33p
BUSH MODELS TV53 to TV67, TV94 to TV101. HMV MODELS 1876 to 1878, 1890 to 1896, FR 20.

EKCO MODELS TC208 to TC335, TV407 to TV417. MURPHY MODELS V280 to V330, V420, V440, 653X to 789 OIL -FILLED.

FERGUSON MODELS 305 to 438, 506 to 546. REGENTONE MODELS 10-4 to 10-21, 1718. R2, R3, 191. 192.

FERRANTI MODELS 1084 to 1092. RGD 519-621, 710, 711.

ALL AT £2.75 - 30p PEtP

EHT TRAYS SUPPLIED -MONO & COL.
All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS

E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd., 01-540 3955
80 MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.19 01-540 3513

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL, LIVERSEDGE,

YORKS. WF1S 6PQ.
TEL: HECKMONDWIKE 405285

The T.V. Graveyard of the North, as seen on T.V. Close to the
Motorway. Plenty of Free Parking Space. Est. 1935.
FAMOUS R & A SPEAKERS. 3OHM. 50p P & P. 12p.
NEW TOP QUALITY MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 250v -250v at
80ma. 6-3v at 4 Amp. Not to be missed at 11.80. Post paid.
Weight 10 lbs.
COMPLETE UNTESTED T.V. SETS. With back and all valves.
BBCI & ITV. 17" 90° Tube [1. 17" 110° Tube [2.20. 19" [3.30.
Carr. and Ins. on any set LI.65.
50 UNTESTED T.V. VALVES SOp. Post PAID.
}CWT. OF EX GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC SCRAP. Resistors.
Panels, Gears, etc. 309. Carr. 80p
19" UNTESTED BBC2 SETS. When available [6. Carriage and
Ins. (1.65.
SPEAKERS. Removed from T.V. secs. all 3 ohm. 7 x 4", 8 x 21",
6 a 4" 27p, post Ilp.
TOP QUALITY TAPE. Reel to reel. 5" ST. 44p. 5" LP. SSp.
51- LP. 60p. 7" ST. 66p. 7" LP. 80p. Post on any Tape I I p. Tapes
Cassette Type. C60 35p. C90 45p. CI20 SSp.
JAP EARPIECE. 8 ohm Magnetic 2-5 12p. 3-5 12p.
EX EQUIPMENT VALVES. All tested on our Mullard Valve Tester
before despatch. 3 months guarantee on all Valves. Single Valves
Post 3p. Over post paid.

ARPI2 6p PC F80 69 PY82 10p
EB9 I Sp PCC84 6p PY33 20p
EF80 10p PCL82 4p U191 20p
EBF89 ISp PCL83 Sp 6BW7 12p
ECC8 I 12p PCL84 Sp 6U4 12p
ECC82 12p PL82 Op 6F23 20p
EF91 Sp PL83 Op 20PI ISp
EY86 22p PL36 7p 20P3 12p
EF183 20p PY8 I Op 30F5 12p
EFI84 20p PY801 7p 30FL1 20p

P Y800 7p

LAWSON
TELEVISION

TUBES

NEW TUBE SPECIFICATION
THE LAWSON RANGE OF NEW TUBES ARE DESIGNED TO GIVE
THE ULTIMATE IN PERFORMANCE AND LIFE. MANUFACTURED
BY BRITAIN'S LARGEST CRT PRODUCER. THEY ARE EXACT
REPLACEMENTS AND INCORPORATE THE VERY LATEST DESIGN

IMPROVEMENTS.

REBUILT TUBES
New

Tubes
Red

Label
Colour Tubes
old glass not

required
LAWSON 14" 3.85

"RED LABEL" 17" 6.87 5.47 19" [43.45
CRTs ARE REBUILT 19' 7.97 5.77

FROM SELECTED 21' 9.35 7.65 22" £47.85
GLASS AND ARE 23' 10.70 7.97

DIRECT 19" twin panel 11.28 9.07 25" L52.25
REPLACEMENTS 23" twn panel 17.05 10.72

FOR ALL TYPES 16' panorama 9.35 26' C54.45
19" panorama 10.32 7.65

LAWSON TUBES 20" panorama 11.55 Carr. C1.65
23" panorama 13.15 9.63

18 Churchdown Rd.
MALVERN
WORCS.

Carr./ins.2 year guarantee 14'-19' 68p

Malvera 2100 PRICES INCLUDE VAT 20"-23" 82p
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Complete kit for Cross Hatch
Generator as described in

"TELEVISION"
September 1972 issue

The only way to obtain 100%
convergence of colour guns

in any colour TV

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.
7a GLOUCESTER ROAD, LITTLEHAMPTON, SUSSEX
All prices inclusive of V.A.T. Telephone: 6743

042 0.33 64Q5 0.35 6F23 0.65 7B7 010 2001 0.55 50B5 0.35
OB2 0/3 OARS 0.55 6 F24 0.60 7F8 1/0 20 D4 2.00 5005 012
OZ4 044 BARB 1/0 6F25 0.51 7117 015 20F2 0.67 5000602.17
1A3 049 64T6 0.80 6F28 040 7117 1.50 20LI 0.80 50E115 015
1450T 0.49 6A08 0.28 6F32 040 7V7 1.00 20P1 0.55 50L6GT .65
1470T 0.33 BAYS 013 60/184 0.75 7Y4 0.65 20P3 0.75 72 043
1B3GT 0.49 64W84 0.65 60K5 0.65 7Z4 0.80 20P4 010 85A2 0.48
105 0.55 64X4 0/5 6007 0.75 9BW6 015 20P5 0.95 8543 040
106 0.75 6B80 0.25 611611T 0.18 907 040 25A60 048 90 MI 3.38
106 0.75 68A6 013 6JSOT 0.29 1002 0 65 25L80 0.20 904V 348
1H5GT 0.55 6B06 0.80 6J6 0/0 IODE7 0.55 25Y5 0.38 9000 1.70
1L4 044 613E6 0.23 6J70 0.24 10F1 010 25Y50 0.70 90CV 148
ILE/ 0/6 6B060 1.05 6J7(M) 018 10F9 015 25Z40 013 9001 0.59
11,515 0/6 613116 0.70 6JU8 A 0.75 10F18 0.55 25Z5 010 150132 0.58
I N5GT 010 6BJ6 0.44 8K70 019 IOLD11 .70 25Z6CIT .70 301 1.00
1115 0.28 6BK7A 0.60 6880 0.33 10P13 014 2807 POO 302 043
184 013 616Q5 0.23 61.1 240 10P14 2.00 3040 045 303 0.75
165 0.22 68Q7 A 010 61.60T 0.55 1246 110 3001 0.28 305 0133
1114 044 6BR7 0.90 8L7 0.50 12406 0.55 30015 0.58 306 0'65
105 0130 68168 0.75 61.12 0.34 12406 010 30017 0.78 807 0.59
21)21 0.44 61387 140 61,18 0.49 124E6 010 30018 0.70 1821 0.53
20K5 0.55 6BW6 0.72 6L19 2.00 12476 0.28 30F5 0.61 4033X 1.25
344 046 6BW7 0.50 6LD12 010 124T7 010 30FL1 0.75 5702 0.80
387 1.00 6BZ6 0.49 8L020 0.55 12406 018 30FL2 0.75 6060 0.30
306 019 604 0.28 85170T 040 124U7 0/5 39FL12 .69 7193 0.53
3Q4 049 606 0/2 6P15 0.23 12AV6 0.28 30FL13 50 7475 0.70
3Q50T 0/5 60'9 1.00 61'28 0.70 124X7 0.21 30FLI4 48 41834 1.00
364 046 6C12 0.28 8Q70 0.50 121346 0.30 30L1 0.29 A2134 048
4066 0/5 6017 1.00 6Q7(M) 0.55 12E1E6 040 30L10 0.55 43042 0.75

5008 0.55 6CB6A 040 6Q70T 0/0 12B117 0/7 301.17 015 AC2/PEN
51140Y 0.70 60060 010 6117 0.75 12J5GT .33 30P4MR .95 0.98
5T4 040 60084 0.75 61170 010 12J70T .55 30P12 049 AC6PEN 48
5U40 0/0 6C116 0.55 68A7 0.44 1285 0.53 30P16 041 402/PEN/
5V40 015 6CL6 0.55 68C70T .33 12K7GT .38 30P19/ DD 0.98
5 Y3GT 040 6CL8A 0.80 6607 0.44 12Q7GT 45 30P4 0.75 AC/PEN(7)
5Z3 0.53 6087 0.75 6.887 0.44 128470T15 30PLI 047 048
57.40 044 60115 0.75 68J7 0.35 12807 040 30PL12 48 AC/Tlil .50
5Z4OT 018 6CW4 0.70 681170T .44 12807 048 30PL13 75 AC/TP 018
6130L2 0.55 4D3 0.60 613Q70T .38 128117 045 30PL14 .75 41.60 0.78
6A80 044 60E7 0.75 6U4GT 0.70 128J7 044 30PL15 17 ARP3 045
6407 0.15 613T64 0.75 6U70 0.75 128117 0.55 35/51 048 ATP4 040
6405 0/7 6E6V6 0.75 6V60 0.17 128517 040 35A3 048 AZ1 0.40
64116 0.50 6E5 0.75 6V60T 0.27 1213Q7GT.513 3545 0.75 AZ3I 046
64J5 0.75 6F1 0.70 6X4 0.30 14117 0.4115 3505 0.70 AZ41 013
6AK5 0.27 6F60 010 6X5GT 018 1487 11.75 351.60T .55 1336 040
6486 0.60 6F13 045 6Y60 045 194Q5 042 35W4 010 B319 0.29
64516 0.17 6F14 040 6Y70 1.00 19B060 40 3523 0.50 CI.33 040
645184 0.55 6F15 0115 7487 0.29 1906 1.40 35Z40T .42 CV6 0.53
64N8 0.49 6F18 0.55 7B6 0.75 1981 2.00 35Z5GT 110 CV63 013

CYIC 0.55
CY3I 040
063 0.25
DAC32 0.55
DA F91 010
DA F96 0.36
DC90 0.60
DD4 1.00
DF33 0.60
DF91 0.20
DF96 0.36
0/163 0.50
D1176 045
01177 040
131181 0.75
0832 043
DK40 015
DK9I 0143
DK92 0.50
EIK96 0.45
DL33 0.55
01,92 046
01,96 0.38
DM70 010
DM71 0.50
DW4100.38
DY87/6 0.30
DY802 0.30
EROCC 115
ESOP 1.20
F.83F 1.20
E8SICC 010
E92CC 0.40
EI8OF 0.90
8182001.00
E1148 0.53
F.A50 0.27
8476 018
EABC80 .30
EAC9I 0.38
EA F42 0.48
EA 606:11 .50

8814 015 E F83 0.54 0032 049 PCF86 048 P Y800 041 UY41 0.38
EB91 0.12 EF85 0/8 GZ33 0.70 PCF200 47 PY801 041 UY85 0.23
EBC4I 015 EF86 010 0Z34 0.57 PCF801 48 P7,30 048 U10 0.45
EBC81 0.29 EF89 0/7 0Z37 0.67 PCF802 47 QQV03/10 U12/14 0.38
E11090 010 EF91 0.17 HABC80 44 PCF805 .70 1.20 U16 0.75
EBC91 013 89'92 010 HL2301).40 PCF806 15 Q875/20 .63 1117 0.35
EBF80 010 EF97 015 MAD/D.98 PCF808 443 Q895/10 .49 U18/20 0.75
88E113 018 EF98 015 11.1A2D D.50 PCH200 .62 Q0150/15 1319 1.73
EBF89 0.26 EF183 0.27 118309 1.40 PC1,82 012 0113 1122 0.39
EBL21 1.60 EF184 0.30 ILVR2 013 PCL89 0.54 QV04!7 .63 U25 015
EC54 0.50 8E804 1/0 HVR24. .53 PCL84 015 R11 0.98 U26 010
ECF(6 0.59 F.FP60 010 1W3 0.38 PCL805/85 RI6 1.75 031 013
ECEIR 0.59 EH90 014 1W4/350 48 0.55 R17 0138 1133 1.50
EC92 0.34 EL32 010 1W4/500 .38 PCL86 046 R18 0.60 1.135 0.83
ECC32 110 EL34 0/4 KT2 0.25 PC1.88 0/5 1119 0.28 U37 1.75
ECC33 1.50 EL35 110 KT8 1.75 PC1.800 .75 R20 0.60 U45 0.78
ECC35 0.95 EL37 0.74 KT41 0.98 PC1.801 .57 R62 013 1147 0.65
ECC40 0.75 EL4I 013 KT44 1.00 P11500 144 RK34 018 U49 0.60
ECC81 0.20 EL81 0110 KT63 010 PEN4DD 8P61 0.75 U50 0.30
ECM 0/5 81.83 0.55 KT66 0130 148 TH4B 010 U52 0.30
ECC83 0.25 81.84 0.23 KT74 013 REN45 0.80 TH233 0.98 U76 0.42
ECC84 010 EL85 0.40 KT76 013 PEN45DD TP2620 .98 078 010
ECC85 044 EL86 048 KT81 2.00 0.80 UABC80 .33 13191 015
80086 0.85 E1.91 0.38 KTW8I 133 PEN46 0/0 UA F42 0.49 0193 011
ECC88 0.44 EL95 019 KTW.62 .83 PEN453DD 08041 0.53 0251 012
ECC189 .53 ELMO 140 KTW63 .50 0.98 116081 040 U281 0.40
ECC.604 .55 ELLS° 0.75 1.0339 0.58 PENA4 048 UBF80 0.33 U282 0.40
ECC8071.00 E1880 0.37 88162 043 PEN/DD/ UBF89 0.33 U301 0.40
ECF80 0/7 EM8I 047 8161,4 0.75 4020 0.88 U B1,21 0.77 U403 0.75
ECF82 014 E5183 0.75 91111.06 .75 P1.33 018 UC9'2 015 U404 018
ECF86 0.64 8884 0.31 MX40 010 PL36 012 00084 0.33 U801 0.76
ECF8042.10 83185 1.00 N308 1.30 PLR' 0.43 00085 0.33 U4020 0.55
ECI121 1.50 8887 0.49 N339 0.60 P1.814 0.48 UCF80 011 VPI3C 015
EC1135 0.50 EY51 015 N359 043 PL82 011 U01421 0.66 VP23 0.40
EC1142 019 EY81 0.35 P61 040 P1.83 043 UCH42 017 VP41 018
ECH81 0.28 EY83 0.54 P48080 42 PL84 0.28 001181 0/9 VT61A 0.35
801183 044 EY84 0.50 PC86 0.60 P1.504/500 001.82 0.30 VU111 0.44
ECH84 0.44 EY87/6 .29 PC88 040 0.60 UCL83 014 VUI20 0.60
ECL80 0.40 EY88 040 PC95 041 PL508 040 UF41 0.50 VUI204 .60
ECL82 0.28 EY9I 018 PCD7 0.36 PI.509 1.10 UF42 0110 V11133 0.35
ECL113 0.52 EZ35 0/8 PC900 0.29 P1.802 045 UP140 0.35 W76 0.38
ECL84 014 8240 Ole PC084 0.29 P884 041 13F85 014 W107 010
ECL85 0.54 EZ4I 042 PC085 0.24 PY33/2 .50 UF86 013 W729 0.60
801.86 0.33 8Z80 0.19 PCC88 0.39 PY80 013 UF89 017 X41 0.50
8E80 010 EZ8I 0.25 PC089 0.42 PY81 0.31 UL41 0.54 X63 0.44
EF22 013 FV,'4/500 PCCI89 048 PY82 0.25 UL84 015 X66 010
8F40 049 0.75 PC0805 0.55 PY83 0.33 UM80 013 X E3 5.00
EF41 018 FW4/800 PCC806 045 PY88 0.33 URIC 015 X11/1.5 .48
EF42 013 0.75 PCF80 0.28 PY301 0.65 UU5 048 Z329 0.81
E F73 0.75 GY501 015 PCF82 043 PY500 010 UU9 040 Z749 0.65
EF80 043 0230 013 PCF84 040 PY500A 40 UU12 015

MI goods are unused, boxed, and subject to the standard 90 -day guarantee. Cash or cheque with
order. Desna chchargem-Orders below Ed. add 109 per order up to three Items, then each additional
item 89 extra. Orders between 25 and 210 add 259 total. Orders over 210 poet free. Same day des-
patch. Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 89 extra per order. Terms of business
tree on request. BoaInes, hours Mon.Fri. 9.5.30 p.m. Closed 1-2 p.m. We do not handle seconds nor
rejects, which are often described as "New and Tested" but have a limited end unreliable life. No
enquiries answered unless S.A.E. is enclosed for a reply. No overseas orders.

COLOUR TV
111111111111111111

11

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR

£3.85
(no lOcio V.A.T1

COMPLETE KIT POST PAID

mr Please send me the free
BI-PRE-PAK Catalogue

MI Please send me kits of parts
IIfor Cross Hatch Generator
I enclose cheque/P.O./M.O.

III for
Name

II Address

% MI III   III III MI 

BI-PRE-PAK LTD DEPT. G. 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX.

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344

Reg. No 820919
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A. MARSHALL & SON
(LONDON) LTD.,

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS
42 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON, N.W.2
Telephone : 01-452 0161/2 Telex : 21492 Cable : Coninst London
NEW LOW PRICES LARGEST RANGE BRAND NEW

FULLY GUARANTEED

*

COLOUR TELEVISION

Television Kit No. 1 £8.42
PAL Decoder

Television Kit No. 4 £8.26
I.F. Strip

Television Kit No. 8 £6.66
R.G.B Board

Television Kit No. 10 £7.50
Time- Base

For Colour Television Project
featured in this Magazine

SPECIAL OFFER

Recording Tapes Standard Play
101" 2,400ft. £1.25 to clear

Package Et Posting 20p

100 -watt Guitar Amplifier-complete
kit with case and all components £23.50

"SCORPIO"
Capacitor discharge ignition system (as described in
Practical Electronics, Nov. 1971).

COMPLETE KIT £10.00 P. Et P. 50p.

We Stock Full Range of :
Motorola consumer I.C.s

RCA Cos-Mos
Signetics popular I.C.s

*

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE
OF V.A.T.

electronics really
mastered

...practical ... visual ... exciting !
no previous knowledge no unnecessary theory no "maths"
BUILD, SEE AND LEARN
step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show how easily the subject can be mastered.
Write for the free brochure now which explains our system.

1/ BUILD AN
OSCILLOSCOPE

You learn how to build
an oscilloscope which
remains your property.
With it, you will become
familiar with all the
components used in
electronics.

2/ READ, DRAW
AND UNDERSTAND
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

as used currently in the
various fields of electronics.

FREE
POST NOW

for
BROCHURE

3/ CARRY OUT
OVER
40 EXPERIMENTS
ON BASIC ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS & SEE HOW
THEY WORK, including :
valve experiments, transistor experiments
amplifiers, oscillators. signal tracer. pho-
to electric circuit. computer circuit. basic
radio receiver. electronic switch, simple
transmitter. a c experiments. d c experi-
ments. simple counter. time delay circuit.
servicing procedures

This new style course will enable anyone to
really understand electronics by a modern.
practical and visual method-no maths, and
a minimum of theory-no previous knowledge
required It will also enable anyone to under-
stand how to test, service and maintain all
types of electronic equipment. radio and TV
receivers. etc

or write it you prefer not to cut page

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO ft ELECTRONICS SCHOOL P.O. BOX 156, JERSEY
CHANNEL ISLANDS we do net employ represenloPres

lease send your free brochure, without obligation, to:

NAME

ADDRESS
BLOCK CAPS

PLEASE T L123

special free g ft
also to all our students
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Still waiting for spares Tom?
You should have phoned

WHEREVER YOU ARE FOR BY
RETURN DESPATCH. WILLOW
VALE IS AS NEAR AS YOUR
PHONE

WILLOW VALE
The Wholesaler who knows what SERVICE is really about!

BY RETURN DESPATCH:- HOT LINES: 01-567 5400/2971

L.O.P.T's, TRANSISTORS, RECTIFIER TRAYS, COMPONENTS
MONOCHROME and COLOUR C.R.T's, new and re -built.
HUGE RANGE OF VALVES up to 46% DISCOUNT

A FULL RANGE OF TEST - METERS, SERVICE AIDS, TOOLS, ELECTROLUBE
and Servisol products. Multicore solders. plugs and sockets, capacitors, bias and
smoothing electrolytics, volume controls, pre-sets, 1 and 2 watt carbon film res,

We SPECIALISE in supplying the Service Engineer
Test equipment by : Labgear, Philips,.
Meteronic etc. Colour bar & Pattern 68 PAGE CATALOGUE
generators, oscilloscopes & meters -Qr FREE ON REQUEST

Hot line willow vale
L11-4,

I would like a free copy of your catalogue

orders:- ,, Name
The Service Department Wbelealary

LONDON: 4/5 The Broadway  HanweH  London W7  01-567 5400 Address
GLASGOW t 74 Maxwellton Road  Paisley 041.887 4949
SOMERSET: 42 West End  Street  Somerset  045-84 2597

STRICTLY WHOLESALE ONLY NO RETAIL ENQUIRIES PLEASE.
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DEVIOUS ROUTE

Have you purchased any good semiconductors lately?
For those who may think this a music -hall joke line, it is
not intended that way. The fact is we often don't know
by what method or route semiconductors come into our
hands. We pay our money and receive the goods. How
many really care beyond checking that a "fair" market
price has been paid? In all innocence, however, you
may not be buying what you think you are, and this is
increasingly the case in all parts of the world.

In America cases have been reported of employees of
large manufacturers setting up "black market" opera-
tions for private gain through what is called "back door
selling". This is particularly so where there is a shortage
of popular components. Unfortunately "industrial
diseases" like this tend to spread, and the UK which is
dependent to some extent on imported devices has
become infected.

Another trouble arises when devices classified as
"sub -standard" leave the factory back door as scrap
but get recycled or remarked with specified type
numbers and turn up classified as "good". Worse still,
such devices can get mixed up with genuine standard
stock. How such operations work is not too clear but
such stocks can find their way into almost any outlet,
be it a large equipment manufacturer or a small high
street shop. The ethics of this kind of operation are very
clear; the victims, however, are usually completely
oblivious unless full acceptance testing is carried out.

Discrete transistors are nominally classified within
wide gain spreads which can conceal such subtle
features as noisy operation or relatively high leakage
currents. We have even heard of cases where a device
is electrically satisfactory but two of the lead -out
connections are transposed, contrary to the published
data sheets.

Integrated circuits have been known to have open -
circuit terminals or intermittent internal connections.

It is unfortunately almost impossible to locate or
prove dubious operations. The best advice to all pur-
chasers is: buy through reliable organisations with
well established reputations; know where your com-
ponents come from; make sure you have proper
protection options in Law in the event of faulty goods;
know whether you are buying from a recognised
franchised distributor (such as a member of AFDEC),
a retailer or direct from the manufacturers ; above all test
transistors and i.c.s before fitting them into your
equipment.

M. A. COLWELL-Editor
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Renovating the Rentals-Part 18-Philips
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THE NEXT ISSUE DATED JANUARY
WILL BE PUBLISHED DECEMBER 17

Corrections: Our apologies for the omission of (f) in
the caption to Fig. 3, page 21, last month. The wave-
forms shown in (f) are the burst output at pin 7 of the
TBA560 (top) and the burst input at pin 5 of the
TBA540 (bottom).

Alan C. Ainslie's name was accidentally omitted from
the heading to his article on page 12 last month.

There were some signal path indication errors (i.e.
arrowheads wrong or missing) in the block diagram
included with our Basic Co/our Faults Guide in the
October issue. An output goes from the reference
oscillator to the phase discriminator; the chroma
amplifier output goes to the chroma delay line and to
the add and subtract summing networks.

(CD IPC Magazines Limited 1973. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "TELEVISION" is fully protected and reproduction
or imitation in whole or in part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable precautions are taken by "TELEVISION" to ensure that the advice and data
given to readers are reliable. We cannot however guarantee it and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices are those current as we go to press.
All correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD. Address correspondence
regarding advertisements to Advertisement Manager, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.
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MINIATURE SOLID-STATE TV CAMERAS

It looks as if the time when miniature all solid-state
TV cameras will be readily available for a wide
variety of applications including home use is fast
approaching. A couple of months ago we mentioned
Fairchild's introduction of a 500 -element solid-state
charge -coupled device (c.c.d.) for image sensing.
Fairchild have now announced the development of
a low -resolution TV camera using a 10,000 -element
c.c.d. array to convert the scene into a corresponding
video signal. The camera, Model MV100, is the size
of a cigarette pack and weighs only six ounces. It is
said to be the forerunner of a new range of colour
and monochrome cameras using c.c.d. arrays to be
announced "over the next few years". The camera
can operate under lighting conditions ranging from
bright sunlight to subdued room lighting. TV
receivers require slight modification for use with it
though no alteration is required to a videotape
recorder. Suggested applications include security
surveillance, instruction and industrial process con-
trol.

The potential market for such cameras is obviously
very considerable and a number of firms are at work
developing solid-state sensing arrays and complete
cameras. Announcements about successful develop-
ment work in this field have come recently from
Bell, RCA and GE of Australia. Whoever comes up
first with a reliable high -resolution camera will be
on to a good thing indeed.

The latest news from RCA is of their development
of a 120,000 -element c.c.d. image sensor, the largest
announced to date and claimed by RCA as "a key
milestone in the creation of a new generation of
tubeless TV cameras for government, commercial
and consumer use". A demonstration of this device
was given at the recent Electro-Optical Systems
Design conference in New York. RCA are aiming to
demonstrate shortly the feasibility of manufacturing
a c.c d. image sensor with a performance sub-
stantially equivalent to that of a two-thirds inch
silicon vidicon tube. Half the elements in RCA's
c.c.d. sensor form the imaging array, transforming
the picture into individual charge packets which are
then rapidly read out by charge transfer technique
using the other half of the elements.

WHICH? ON COLOUR RECEIVERS

The Consumers' Association has reported again in
their magazine Which? on colour receivers. Last time
they did so they suggested that on balance provided
a reasonable discount was given it was better to buy

than to rent a colour set. This time they report that
the introduction of VAT has moved the advantage
further in favour of purchase. Which? comments
that now production has risen to meet demand
customers should be more choosey about the set they
obtain and the discount offered. Proper setting up
and installation are emphasised, with the recom-
mendation that final adjustments to a set should be
made on a transmitted test card at the purchaser's
home. Of the 16 sets tested the best buy given was
the Philips Model 523 at about £200. This is fitted
with the well known Philips G8 chassis.

Which? complains that the BS safety requirements
are still not adequate. Half the sets tested were
rejected because they were fitted with plastic rear
covers which when set on fire burned fiercely, pieces
of flaming plastic dropping on the floor. Another
safety feature commented upon is the fact that it is
too easy in spite of BS recommendations being
followed to come into accidental contact with the
chassis: narrow necklaces can for example pass
through the ventilation holes in many colour set rear
covers. The answer to this type of problem seems to
be to cover the slots on the inside with nylon mesh.

It says something for the reliability of modern,
single -standard colour chassis that outright purchase
should be recommended and our only comment is
that we are not so sure that the supply situation is as
rosy as Which? suggests.

VIDEO RECORDING

A magnetic disc video record/playback system that
operates using a conventional turntable is under
development by Bogen (Berlin). Approximately half
the disc consists of a spiral groove which guides an
arm/stylus arrangement to which a magnetic head
with an 0.01um gap is linked. This head scans the
other, magnetic half of the disc which is treated with
chromium dioxide. So far a playing time of five
minutes and a bandwidth of 2.5MHz have been
achieved with this magnetic videodisc system,
operating at 156 r.p.m. The present aim is to extend
the playing time to twelve minutes and the bandwidth
to 3MHz, with a speed of 78 r.p.m.

The TED videodisc playback system is now under-
stood to be in production in W. Germany and is
expected to be on the German market in January.
Prices quoted are roughly equivalent to £165 for the
player and £1.50-£4 each for the videodiscs. Plans
are said to be under way to supply Scandinavian
countries soon afterwards.

Philips hopes to have sold some 8,000 of their
videocassette machines in the UK this year, out of a
total expected European sales figure of some 75,000,
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and anticipates a doubling of these figures the
following year. Hitachi have now joined the already
extensive list of companies who have entered into
agreements with Philips to produce machines to their
standard. Hitachi have previously concentrated on
EVR players. Siemens are to join the ranks of those
offering Philips type VCR machines in the UK.

Bell and Howell are introducing on the European
market, including the UK, two videocassette machines
designed and built by the Victor Company of Japan.
They are the CP5000E cassette player and CR6000E
recorder/player. Both machines are for colour and
monochrome operation and use the self-contained
U -type cassette containing lin. tape developed jointly
by JVC with Sony and National. The record/player
machine will record off -air or from a camera. There
are two sound channels.

STATION OPENINGS

Two new high -power u.h.f. transmitters have been
brought into service by the IBA. Llanddona (Angle-
sey) transmits HTV Wales programmes on channel
60 (receiving aerial group C). Rosemarkie (N.E.
Scotland) transmits Grampian programmes on
channel 49 (receiving aerial group B). The trans-
missions from both stations are horizontally polar-
ised. The following relay stations have been brought
into operation.
Abergavenny (Monmouthshire) channel 49 carrying
HTV Wales programmes (receiving aerial group B).
Bethesda (Caernarvonshire) channel 60 carrying
HTV Wales programmes (receiving aerial group C).
Congleton (Cheshire) BBC -1 channel 51, BBC -2
channel 44 (receiving aerial group B).
Ebbw Vale (Monmouthshire) BBC -Wales channel
55, HTV Wales channel 59, BBC -2 channel 62
(receiving aerial group C).
Marlborough BBC -1 channel 22, BBC -2 channel 28
(receiving aerial group A).
Mynydd Bach (Monthmouthshire) channel 61 carry-
ing HTV Wales programmes (receiving aerial group
C).
Weymouth (Dorset) channel 43 carrying Westward
programmes (receiving aerial group B).

All these relay transmissions are vertically polar-
ised.

The JVC CR6000E videocassette recorder/player.

NEWS FROM THE TRADE

An 18in. colour receiver, Model 7018, has been
added to the Invicta range. This is fitted with the
Pye group's 713 chassis and a varicap tuner. The
suggested price of £205.24 includes a £7 service
allowance to the dealer. UK produced colour sets are
to be sold under the new brand name Concorde.
There will be 20, 22 and 26in. models fitted with a
modular chassis and varicap tuners.

Bush have added a 12in. mains/battery portable,
Model TV350, to their range. The suggested price is
£62-95. RRI are to concentrate UK production of
monochrome receivers at a new factory at Stoke,
near Plymouth. Production of the Murphy Traveller
12in. mains/battery portable is due to start there
shortly. Production at the new plant is expected to
build up to 4,000 a month of which 2,500 will be
portables. Thorn estimate that their production of
TV sets this year will reach 745,000 colour and
620,000 monochrome receivers.

A new range of colour sets has been introduced
by Telefunken who have just opened a new UK
headquarters at Bath Road, Slough. Several of the
models in this range are fitted with an audi-visual
control for operation in conjunction with a video-
tape recorder. Top of the range Model 773 at £455
also features cordless supersonic remote control. A
West German firm, Ebdo Elektronik Baulemente of
Dortmund, is to set up a colour set production plant
at Newcastle West near Limerick in the Republic
of Ireland. The aim is to overcome the effect of
currency fluctuations on their operations in the UK
market.

ITT have announced that production of colour
TV tubes at their Esslingen W. German plant is to
be doubled and that within two years they expect to
be producing the latest type with in -line guns and
integral neckware (see TELEVISION, June 1973). The
Central Applications Laboratory at Esslingen is
developing circuits for use with the new tubes. It is
understood that some sixteen of Europe's largest TV
setmakers are at present producing sets to designs
developed at Esslingen. Present tube output consists
mainly of thick -neck 110° types, with smaller num-
bers of 90° and thin -neck 110° tubes also in pro-
duction. Amongst the work in progress at the Central
Applications Laboratory is the development of m.o.s.
shift registers for use in TV sets, presumably to
replace the ultrasonic glass delay lines at present used
in colour receivers.

Sharp have introduced an 18in. colour set, Model
C18 -31H, at £259-95. This is said to include a new
system giving improved colour definition but we
have no details so far. A 12in. mains/battery
portable, Model 3410UK, has been added to the
JVC range. The new Hitachi 9in. portable Model
190 can be operated from the mains, a car battery
or twelve rechargeable batteries which cost £8 extra.
Japanese setmakers have announced that they are
prepared to limit TV set exports to the UK during
1973/74 to 275,000 colour and 220,000 monochrome
receivers but the UK industry is pressing for lower
figures. It is estimated that Japanese colour set
exports to the UK during 1972/73 reached 300,000.

RCA have announced that they have received a
substantial order for the export of US produced
colour sets to Taiwan. Could this be the turn of the
tide in Western/Far Eastern electronic trading?
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AIMIIIONAl
X X'

AMPUFICIIION
KEITH CUMMINS

A young colleague recently acquired an "old banger"
405 -line TV set. The tuner was almost a total wreck
and the overall performance was poor. In order to
assist with this problem I suggested that we should
carry out a tuner "transplant" from another
receiver: we discovered a suitable set with a defec-
tive tube and substituted the tuner. The receiver
then operated rather better: the tuner was at least
reliable and selected channels correctly. The overall
gain and sensitivity were still low however. Here
came the crunch-the only obvious way to improve
matters could involve multiple valve replacements
and the whole business would then become totally
uneconomic.

At this point I suggested that an additional i.f.
amplifier stage would be helpful. Long faces were
pulled at the prospect of mounting a valve on a
bracket, winding i.f. coils etc. and an alternative
approach was sought. When one considers the
problem, it is helpful to realise that the i.f. con-
nection between the tuner unit and the i.f. stages is
made by coaxial cable at low impedance: if a
current amplifying device with low -impedance input
and output is connected between the tuner and i.f.
strip additional gain will result.

A valve i.f. stage is unattractive from this point of
view but the use of a transistor seemed very promis-
ing. Both the input and output impedances are low.
They may not match the rest of the circuit exactly,
but they are near enough to enable the transistor to
be interposed between tuner and i.f. strip. While
tuned circuits could be employed to improve the
matching and gain, if simplicity is to remain the
keynote the circuit should be reduced to the mini-
mum number of components possible.

The circuit devised is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of one transistor, two resistors and two capacitors-
a circuit "cut to the bone" so to speak. By feeding
the collector of Trl from the h.t. line via a high -
value resistor (R1, 100kn) the need for a separate
power supply is eliminated. Forward base bias is
provided from the collector via R2 and the transistor
thus protected against h.t. The i.f. signal from the
tuner is fed via Cl to Trl base and is taken to the
i.f. strip from its collector via C2.

This simple circuit was found to provide a gain
of around 12dB (assessed by calibrated attenuation
at the aerial input). The overall performance was
thus vastly improved and the "old banger" came very
much to life, much to our amusement and delight.
A few vertical bars were in evidence on the screen
however. This proved to be line timebase ripple on
the h.t. line reaching Tr1. A decoupling network
connected between the h.t. rail and the transistor

cleared up the trouble-values of low and 0.11AF are
adequate.

The circuit was built up on a piece of tagstrip as
shown in Fig. 2 and attached to the inside of the
cabinet.

Many people bring TV receivers into this country
from abroad unaware of the incompatibility between
the standards used by the differing TV systems and
on numerous occasions I have been asked to modify
a 625 -line v.h.f. only receiver (with 5.5MHz inter -
carrier sound) to UK standards. In such cases it is
first necessary to replace the v.h.f. tuner with a u.h.f.
one : if the gain of the u.h.f. tuner is lower than that
of the v.h.f. one removed it is essential to provide
additional i.f. gain.

Sometimes a u.h.f. tuner of Japanese origin with
a diode mixer is encountered. By replacing the diode
by a transistor and arranging for this mixer to be the
lower half of a cascode i.f. amplifier improved mixing
and higher i.f. gain are achieved simultaneously.

A suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The pickup
loop in the tuner is the original one used to feed
the diode mixer. A coaxial lead is used to connect
Trl collector to the emitter of Tr2 which operates
as the grounded -base half of the cascode pair.

A tuned circuit is used in this case, to enable
maximum energy transfer to take place from Tr2
collector to the main i.f. strip. A certain amount of
experimenting is necessary with LI and L2. Too
loose a coupling will result in instability, while too
tight coupling results in loss of gain. LI usually
works out at about 15 turns wound on a lin. former
fitted with a dust -iron core. L2 is three turns wound
on the earthy end of LI.

Since this article deals with i.f. amplification I will
not pursue other details concerning TV conversions
at this stage : these will form the basis of an article
to follow later.

+ HT

Decouple if
necessary

R2
2i0k

Input from w
tuner
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100k
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Fig. 1 (left): Simple untuned transistor i.f. stage.

Fig. 2 (right): Layout on a five -way tagstrip.
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Fig. 3: Cascode mixer -amplifier circuit.



LEARN about MODERN TV Design
by building this Heathkit 12" B/W Portable

The new Heathkit GR-9900 portable 12" UHF
Monochrome Television kit. A unique chance to double
the pleasure available from any other television set -
because you build this yourself.

We've used the latest modular construction and
advanced design concepts to produce an outstandingly
high performance TV worthy of the Heathkit name.
All the main electronics are mounted on two easy -to -
assemble printed circuit boards-this plus the use of no
less than four integrated circuits perform the complex
function of IF, video, sound, line frame and scan.
Factory pre -aligned coils make alignment very easy and
there are four presetable pushbutton controls for
channel tuning-a luxury found in very few other models.
The quality and fidelity is therefore excellent, and of a
far higher standard than most ready -built televisions
in the shops.

The GR-9900 is portable too-equally at home on

FREE
Heathkit
Catalogue
Contains something for
everyone : Hi-Fi Stereo,
Testers & Instruments. SWL.
Metal Detectors ... even a
Battery charger Kit.
Mail the coupon . . . Today !
Heath (Gloucester) Limited.
Gloucester GL2 6EE.

LONDON showroom
233 Tottenham Court Road
Tel 636 7349

the mains or off your 12 volt battery for car, boat or
caravan use. Add to this Heath's world renowned
experience in the design of equipment for first-time kit
builders, and you will be impressed on all counts of
engineering, styling, and performance.

The instruction manual is surprisingly simple with big,
clear illustrations to map out your way. Would-be
TV engineer? Here's your chance to learn-by actually
building a television yourself. The manual not only
shows you how to get 100% personalised quality control
on your own; in the event of anything going wrong, a
Trouble -Shooting section enables you to find the fault-
and, in most cases, to put it right unaided.

The GR-9900 is a kit you'll be proud to build and
own. You have a choice of fully f in:shed cabinets in
teak or modern white and the kit price, £62.70 (carriage
extra), includes a FREE high performance indoor aerial.

Choose cash or Heath Monthly Budget Plan
(Mail order prices and specifications subject to change without notice

Please send me a FREE Heathkit catalogue

Name

IAddress

-

Heath (Gloucester) Limited,Dept T.12.73
Gloucester GL2 6EE. Telephone 0452 29451'
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COLOUR TUBES

STANDARD
TUBES

METAL BAND
TUBES

TWIN PANEL
TUBES

Rebuilt with new Electron
Guns to British Standard
4 I 5/ I / I 967 .

SUFFOLK TUBES
LIMITED

261 CHURCH ROAD

MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 3BH
01-640 3133/4/5

Britain's Largest Independent
TV Tube Rebuilder

REBUILT
COLOUR TUBES

19" L22.50 22" E25.00
25" L27.00 26" L28.00

Exchange prices: Tubes
supplied without exchange
glass at extra cost, subject

to availability.

Colour Tubes demonstrated
to callers.

Carriage extra
all types.

Full range of rebuilt mono
tubes available, Standard,
Rimband and Twin Panel

Complete new gun fitted to
every tube.
2 years' guarantee mono-
chrome, I year colour.
16 years' experience in tube
rebuilding.
Trade enquiries welcomed.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
(Nu Gun Teletubes)

22-24, Anerley Station Road,
London S.E.20.

Telephone: 01-778 9178.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
BRAND NEW TUBES AT

REDUCED PRICES

A31 -)8W [1250
A47 -11W £9'95
A47 -13W E12'50
A47 -14W £8'25
A47 -26W E10 75
A50-120WR [1250
A59 -11W El2 95
A -59-13W £13 SO*
A59 -15W £9'95
A59 -23W E14 75
A61-120WR £16'50
AW43-80 1E6.95

AW43-88, 43-89 I6 75
AW47-90, 47-91 0 50
AW53-80 [T SO*
AW 53-88, 53-89 E825
AW59-90, 59-91 (9'00
CME1201 [1250
CME1601 L10 50
CME1602 E1200
CME1705 0 75
CME1713/A44-120 [1450
CME1901, 1903 L7'50
CME1906 £12 SO
CME1908 E7.75
CME2013 50
CME2101, 2104 25
CME2301, 2302, 2303 [9'00
CME2305 E14 75
CME2306 E13 50°
CME2308 L9.95
CME2413R L16.50
MW43-80 [6'75
MW53-20, 53-80 E7 SO

TSD217, TSD282 L14 00+
13BP4 (Crystal 13) £14 00+
190AB4 [9 25
230DB4 L11'25

" These types are fully rebuilt.
t Rebuilt tubes also, at E7.00 plus

carriage and old bulb.

COLOUR TUBES

19"Unprotected
A49-120 X
A56-120 X
A6I-15 X
A63 -I I X
A66-120 X
A67-120 X

NEW R/B

25
45
72
78

82
85

L

48
52
52
SS

SHOP-SOILED COLOUR TUBES
19", 22" & 26- NOW AVAILABLE
Brand new, with slight scratches.
Prices from £20. Callers only.
Add Carriage and Insurance: Mono-
chrome 75p, Colour £1.50.

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO V.A.T.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.I I. BAT 6859
WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS

color TV
NEW TRADE & RETAIL

WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN IN
BIRMINGHAM, easy access, callers

welcome
Bush CTV25 - CTV167, PYE C770.
THORN 2000, DECCA CTV19- -25,
PHILIPS G6 etc, etc, as available.
Some non -working sets from £25 as available.
ALL with repolished cabinets.

MONO
BBC 2 TV's WORKING - CIO
BBC 2 Non -working - f8
VHF Working - L3

Carr. £2.50 per set. Add VAT to total price

G.E.C. COLOR DECODER PANELS
NEW appearance, I x 54" approx. Grade
B Complete untested. [4.50 p & p.
Grade C. Some physical damage but com-
plete with DL 20 £3.00 r 25p p & p (2 for
£6 post paid)
XTALS - 4.43MHz 40p carr. paid
DL20 COLOR -DELAY LINE
£2.50 carr. paid (both ex-eqip.)

UHF TRANSISTOR Tuners
New, untested £5 -r 25p carr.

TV STANDS £3.25
Specially made to your order.
(Regret we can no longer arrange delivery
-callers only.)

:Urt111::
Please note our new address:

1532 Pershore Road,
Stirchley, BIRMINGHAM, 30

(Main A441 from city centre,
Look for the 'COLORCARE' sign)

DISCOUNT COLOUR !
Perfect working order. Repolished
cabinets. 30 DAY GUARANTEE I
19" DECCA E77
19" GEC £88
22" PHILUPS/DECCA £132
25" DECCA/BUSH/GEC

BRC 2000/PYE £110
CASH and COLLECT PRICES,
VAT included.
3 or over less 10% discount.
Brand New 28" Colour TV Cabinets
Slight seconds without backs. All with
doors in Dark Teak. Delivered for E10 cwo
Mono UHF TV's
Sold complete but unserviced with
tube tested. Good cabinets, Valve tuner
type inc.:-
BUSH 128, SOBELL 1000, GEC 2000,
THORN 900. Singles f5 each (add £2
delivery. 6 for E25). Delivery extra.
Transistorised tuner type makes inc.:-
THORN 950, BUSH 141, GEC 2010 to
2038. Philips style 70. Singles £10
each (add £2 delivery. 6 for E50).
Delivery extra.
UHF Tuners ex. T.V. tested
Pye 11 U type. Sobel! 1000
Thorn 850/900. Adaptable to most makes
Send £2.50 cwo.
Send SAE for list of UHF tuners, valves,
tubes, washing machines etc.
Open 6 days every week.
TRADE DISPOSALS
1043 Leeds Road, Bradford 3.
Tel Bradford (0274) 665.470

nd
Peacock Cross Industrial Estate,
Burnbenk Road, Hamlton,
Tel Hamilton (06982) 29511
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RENOVATING theRENTALS
18 PHILIPS G6 CHASSIS

CALEB BRADLEY B Sc

THE PAL decoder used in the Philips G6 chassis is
almost entirely valved and is one of the most
elaborate decoders ever mass-produced. In spite of
this it is fairly reliable, although some very peculiar
faults are possible.

The circuit of the decoder is shown in Fig. 9: it
bristles with unusual features. Chroma from the i.f.
panel is initially amplified by V7001, a familiar gain -
controlled vari-µ valve (EF183). The first unusual
feature is the chroma noise clipper circuit connected
across this valve's anode load L7506. The v.d.r.
R7145 provides a stabilised 5V across C7022/3; if a
noise pulse exceeds this amplitude X7315 conducts
and the excess voltage is shunted to chassis by C7021.
Chroma noise clippers are not usually found in
solid-state designs where the lower h.t. supply auto-
matically limits the signal swing.

Amplified chroma is coupled by C7026 to the
second chroma amplifier V7002, and via L7508/9 to
the gated burst amplifier. V7002 is a straight EF184
pentode. The reference burst is removed from
the a vertical strip of colour on
the screen) by a line pulse which causes X7318 to
conduct and shunt the tuned anode load L7517/
C7516. Chroma is coupled by L7518 to the usual
one -line (64 psec) delay line/matrix circuit where
direct and delayed chroma signals are summed to
feed the B-Y preamplifier T7011 and differenced to
feed the R-Y preamplifier T7012 via the PAL
switch which in this chassis works on the R-Y
chroma instead of the reference signal feed to the
R-Y demodulator. The 4.43MHz tuned circuit
L7513/C7514 can be detuned slightly to modify the
delay; it should be adjusted together with R7159
(matrix balance) to eliminate Hanover blinds on a
colour -bar pattern.

The B-Y and R-Y preamplifiers are similar
except that the R-Y one has high-pass input filtering
(L7524) to remove any half line frequency content
introduced by the PAL switch, and a gain control
R7173. The two preamplified chroma signals are then
fed into a dual demodulator assembly in one can.
Here the reference signal (4.43MHz) is received on
pin 1 from the crystal oscillator. At this point the
reference signal has the same phase as the B-Y
chroma signal component. A 90° phase shift is
introduced by L7559/60/C7534 so that correctly
phased 4.43MHz reference signal is applied to
X7570/1 to demodulate R -Y. A further 90° shift
is provided by L7562 /3/C7535 so that the 4.43MHz
reference signal once again on the B-Y axis is
applied to X7568/9 to demodulate B-Y.

The Burst Channel
The reference burst signal needed for phase control

of the reference oscillator is extracted from the

DECODER -1
chroma signal at L7508 by means of a gate pulse
fed through L7509 to V7008. The burst gate pulse is
derived from a 160V line pulse as follows. On the
main positive part of the pulse X7316 blocks but on
the negative backswing it conducts and tuned circuit
L7574/C7043 is excited. The tuned circuit rings to
provide a positive -going pulse which passes via
C7045, R7189, L7509 and R7255 to turn on V7008
simultaneously with the burst. The gate pulse is
clamped at approximately OV by X7317 to avoid
overdriving V7008. The viewer colour saturation
control varies the d.c. conditions of the burst
amplifier V7008 and hence its gain: since the auto-
matic chrominance control (a.c.c.) potential is derived
from the amplified burst this indirectly controls the
chroma gain.

Passing over the a.c.c. arrangements for the
moment, the amplified burst is coupled by tuned
transformer L7624-6 to the usual burst demodulator
(phase discriminator) where the output of the crystal
reference oscillator (V7009), shifted to the R-Y
axis by L7627/C7608, is compared with the burst
phase. The error voltage appearing at R7618 slider is
smoothed by C7101 /2 and used to control the
oscillator via the reactance triode V7009a. The
oscillator circuit uses a PCF802 valve, better known
for its use in timebase oscillators, oscillation being
sustained by feedback between the control and screen
grids of the pentode section at the crystal frequency.
Capacitive anode -grid feedback via C7103 around
the triode section makes it appear as a reactance
loading one end of the crystal; its reactance is
varied by the phase error voltage applied to its grid.

PAL Switch
The ident amplifier and PAL bistable circuits at

least hold few surprises. The half line frequency
(7.8kHz) component (burst ripple) of the unsmoothed
phase error voltage, caused by the +45° alternations
of successive bursts about the R-Y axis, is extracted
by C7092, amplified by the tuned stage T7015 and
applied by C7095 to the PAL bistable to phase
correct it if necessary. The bistable is reversed
("toggled") by line pulses coupled to the bases of
T7013-4. The opposite -polarity squarewaves at
T7013-4 collectors alternately switch on X7320 and
X7321 thereby operating the R-Y signal reversing
switch. Extensive choke and capacitive smoothing is
used to prevent switching transients entering the
R-Y signal.

Automatic Chrominance Control
Since the chroma amplitude can vary greatly with

such things as channel changing, tuning drift or air-
craft flutter some form of chroma a.g.c. (i.e. a.c.c.)
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Modifications: V7004 removed, an 0A91 diode being fitted in place with its anode to the junction
R7196/R7199 and cathode to chassis. The secondary side of the reference oscillator output circuit was
rearranged, also the h.t. switch connections may differ. With a later delay line the component values in
the matrix circuit differ.
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Fig. 9: Circuit of the decoder used in the Philips
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Fig. 10: Layout of the decoder panel. The author advises cutting out R7209 (if present) at lower left. On some panels the
sound output transformer is mounted above left. Corrections: C7504 should read R7504 and L7505, L7506 (can with

L7509); C7076 should read C7096 (left-hand side beneath L7638).

should be provided to keep the colour saturation
constant. The usual method of obtaining a control
voltage proportional to the chroma signal strength is
by simple envelope detection of the burst and this is
done by X7628 which rectifies part of the amplified
burst tapped off C7601 /2. The smoothed negative -
going voltage across C7603 is fed back via R7613
and R7143 to control the gain of the first chroma
amplifier V7001. This is only part of the a.c.c.
arrangement however : there is also a special syn-
chronous a.c.c. demodulator which gives more
accurate control.

This is similar to the burst demodulator except that
the diode junction (X7629/30) is supplied with
reference oscillations on the B -Y axis. Provided the
oscillator is locked to the burst this will result in
the same amplitude output on each burst, pro-
portional to the burst (chroma) amplitude. These
positive pulses are smoothed to a d.c. level by C7088

and tend to turn on the a.c.c. amplifier V7003a. The
anode voltage is shifted negatively about 45V by the
v.d.r. R7181 to provide a second negative -going
chroma a.c.c. supply which is fed by R7182 and
87143 to V7001. The interesting feature of this dual
a.c.c. arrangement is that when a colour transmission
is first tuned in and the oscillator is not yet locked
the phase -dependent a.c.c. demodulator does not
produce an output and the resulting high gain of
V7001 helps to establish reference oscillator a.p.c.
loop lock. Once the oscillator is in lock the chroma
gain depends so closely on the burst amplitude from
V7008 that R1088 provides effective saturation
control.

Colour Killer
This stage (V7003b) is similar to the a.c.c. amplifier

but acts as a switch. If chroma is present the few
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Fig. 11: The colour -difference amplifiers and the audio channel.

volts negative at V7003b grid hold it cut off and
approximately OV "colour killer bias" is fed to the
second chroma amplifier V7002 allowing it to
function. If chroma is absent however so that
V7003b conducts, or if the colour on -off button is
depressed, about -12V bias is fed to V7002 cutting
it off. Although the colour killer merely switches the
colour killer bias, the bias line is also used for gain
control of V7002 during colour reception by means
of X7319 which provides tracking between the
contrast control and colour saturation, i.e. saturation
is automatically reduced as contrast is reduced, the
amount of interdependence being set by R7206. If
R7206 has no effect X7319 is probably open -circuit.

The colour/monochrome relay fitted in early sets
has been described; it is energised by V7004a being
biased on during colour reception.

Colour -Difference Amplifiers
The colour -difference amplifiers and clamps shown

in Fig. 11 are conventional although it is unusual
for the G-Y matrix network (which derives this
signal by summing weighted amounts of the de-
modulated R -Y and B-Y signals) to be adjustable.
R7245 and R7236 can be easily set up viewing a
colour -bar pattern.

Audio Circuit
The audio amplifier has its own sophistication : a

"loudness" control instead of a simple volume control.
This is intended to give increased bass content as

the volume setting is reduced, to give a more
"natural" effect. The frequency response modification
is performed by the lkfl potentiometer which is
ganged to the main 300kn volume control: it injects
a negative feedback signal from the response shaping
network into the cathode of the triode stage. At
minimum volume setting the 11(0 potentiometer
slider is at the cathode end of the track for maximum
tone correction. There is a push-button manual tone
control also, in the feedback circuit.

For 405 sound (a.m.) only, the d.c. component from
the detector is passed through the triode stage which
acts as a cathode -follower to this signal and is
returned to the first sound i.f. transistor to provide
a.g.c.

CRT Protection
The c.r.t. protector stage (V7004b) is normally held

cut off by a negative potential generated in the field
timebase and in these conditions has no function.
The idea is that if the field timebase should fail
V7004b will conduct and rectify the a.c. at its anode
to produce on C7052 a very strong negative voltage
which will disable the line output stage and hence
the e.h.t. supply to prevent a horizontal line being
burnt into the tube face. This stage has little use
however and can be misleading to the uninitiated.
It is quite in order therefore to disable it permanently
by cutting out R7209.

NEXT MONTH: FAULTS AND SETTING UP
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VIDEO
MINER

M J HUGHES M A

Tins unit is designed for use with any standard
video system in which the cameras are synchronised
and there is a composite video signal available from
at least one camera. The mixer provides fades, dis-
solves, switch cuts and superimposition and has the
possibility of adding an effects unit to permit elec-
tronic wipes and split-screen operation.

No dramatic claims are made for the bandwidth
of the unit but the insertion loss is negligible com-
pared with the bandwidth limitations of most
medium priced video recorders. The circuit has
been designed for simplicity of construction and
uses no inductors. High -frequency response is main-
tained by operating throughout at low impedances-
a glance at the circuit (Fig. 1) reveals the exten-
sive use of emitter -follower stages. The layout is
not critical and although a d.c. oscilloscope is very
useful for the initial setting of the preset controls
these can be adjusted quite successfully by viewing
the final picture on the normal monitor.

The prototype was used in conjunction with a
Crofton Educational Camera, an Ikegami VF302
viewfinder camera and a Shibaden SV610 videotape
recorder. As standard 1V composite video signals
from a 75[ source are required there is no reason
why other camera/VTR configurations should not

View of the mixer with the top cover removed.

VIDEO MIXER

be used. Also, although it has been used in only a
two -camera system to date there is no reason why
it should not be extended to three or more cameras
-this point is referred to in the description that
follows.

Inputs
The video inputs enter the unit via multipin

camera connectors which also carry mains and syn-
chronisation lines. There was no need for provision
to monitor the individual camera outputs before
mixing in the prototype set-up but monitor points
could be provided by looping into the input signal
points-R8 and R15 ought then to be switched out
and the monitors terminated in 750. A single mixed
output is available capable of driving a chain of
monitors-again the last in the chain being termi-
nated at 750 ---or a VTR which would probably
have its own monitor output.

Video Stripper
One camera signal must be composite, i.e. video

plus sync pulses. This input is designated "1" in
the circuit diagram. Trl and Tr2 act as a "video
stripper"-effectively removing all video signals but
leaving the sync pulses. Trl is biased just into con-
duction: thus positive -going video will not appear at
its collector although the negative -going sync pulses
will appear as quite a high-level inverted signal
which is reinverted and its rise time sharpened by
the direct -coupled grounded -emitter stage Tr2. In the
absence of D2 and D3 the sync pulses would com-
prise a 12V negative -going signal at Tr2 collector:
they are clipped however by the diodes, giving clean
sync pulses with a black level of +1-2V-the ampli-
tude being between +1.2V and ground.

Sync Strippers
Input "1" is also applied to the "sync stripper"

circuit comprising Tr3 and Tr4. This circuit effec-
tively removes the negative -going sync pulses but
leaves the video signal untouched. Tr3 is an emitter -
follower with its base biased at 0.6V: thus all the
positive -going video appears across its emitter load
VR I. The latter acts as the level control for that
channel. The output of channel "1" can be blanked
by SW1 which simply grounds the video signal at
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the video mixer-two-channel version.

that point (RIO is included to limit the transistor's
collector current).

Tr3 emitter could be coupled through suitable
diode gating to an effects monostable operating from
a negative rail and triggered by the sync pulses:
this would permit alternate switching between chan-
nels in order to give wipes and split-screen opera-
tion (this has not yet been done with the prototype
but is mentioned as a useful idea for those wishing
to take the circuit a stage further).

The required video level-set by VR1-is a.c.
coupled to emitter -follower Tr4 whose output is
biased by VR2 (preset) to +1.2V. Any positive -
going video is thus placed on a 1.2V pedestal.

Tr5 and Tr6 form an identical sync stripper for
the second channel, the input of which can be
either of composite or non -composite form.

Mixing
The outputs of the two sync strippers (the video

signals in their desired proportions) and the sync
pulses from the video stripper are combined at the
mixing point A through resistive arms and then pass
to a grounded -base amplifier (Tr7). There is a cer-
tain amount of level loss due to the signal process-
ing and the amplifier is designed to compensate for
this. The sync needs attenuation by a factor of
about two while in the prototype it was found that
a gain of two was required for the two video signals.
The values of R6, R13 and R20 are selected to give

Comp.
video out

the correct gain and mixing in the correct propor-
tions. The level of each signal can be increased by
reducing the value of its respective mixing resistor
and vice versa. No problems should be expected in
this respect: it is suggested that the values shown are
used and altered only if problems arise.

The grounded -base stage Tr7 is terminated into

Multiway input sockets to suit cameras
(differing pin configurations

may be preferable)

See
ync caption

links
Earth

W-4 lead Video 2 Video I
A.C. 17-601 10-201 IF -3)

mains
6 leads to circuit board

Tr8/e
(r-381

Tags marked E. are
earthing connections

Output socket

ION 07461

Fig. 2: Wiring to the case. The board and the controls are
mounted on the lid of the diecast box. The resistor (say
10051) shown terminating the sync link at the camera 1

socket may be necessary to match sync lines.
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an emitter -follower (Tr8) to provide a low output
impedance for the mixed composite signal.

It should be possible to add extra sync strippers
to the circuit, coupling them into point A through
suitable mixing resistors, if mixing between more
than two channels is required.

There should be no problems in powering the unit

Fig. 3 (left): Waveforms. (a) Input from camera (250mVI cm
vertical deflection). (b) Sync pulses at Tr2 collector,
extracted from the composite input signal (500mVIcm
vertical deflection). (c) Video signal at Tr4 emitter, with
sync pulses removed (500mVIcm vertical deflection).
(d) Mixed and processed video signal recombined at the
mixer output (junction C8/R26) with the sync pulses
(250mVIcm vertical deflection). The video and sync ratios

are controlled by the values of R6, R12 and R20.

from a simple unstabilised supply-it is only neces-
sary to ensure that all ripple is removed with ade-
quate smoothing.

Operation
Switch cuts can be effected quite simply by means

of SWI (toggle, rotary or pushbutton types will
suffice). The advantage of this circuit is that normal
break -before -make switches can be used without
causing momentary screen blanking. During the
switch over both video signals appear on the screen
for a fraction of a second.

For switched cuts set both faders at high and
move the switch quickly from one camera position
to the other. For cross fades or dissolves set the

* components list
Resistors:

R1 22k0
R2 1k0
R3 1k0

R15
R16
R17

1000
10k0
220 0

R4 10k0 R18 1k a
R5 1k0 R19 10k0
R6 10k 0' R20 2.2k 0 
R7 11a2 R21 56k 0
R8 100 0 R22 10k 0
R9 101(0 R23 4.7k 0
R10 220 0 R24 1k0
R11 1k0 R25 1k0
R12 10k0 R26 100 0
R13 2.2k 0 R27 150 0 1W
R14 1k 0 See text

All i1N 10% unless otherwise indicated.
VR1, VR3, 5k 0 lin. (slider or rotary)
VR2, VR4 10k 0 rectilinear presets (normal rotary
presets will do with appropriate layout change).

Capacitors:
Cl 0.1pF C7 0.1pF
C2 50pF 12V C8 50pF 12V
C3 80pF 12V C9 2,000pF 20V
C4 50pF 12V C10 2,0001F 20V
C5 80pF 12V C1, C7 polyester
C6 80pF 12V

Semiconductors
Tr1 BCY71
Tr2-8 BC108

D1-5 1N4148
D6-9 1N4001 

 or encapsulated bridge, 20V 500mA minimum rating

Miscellaneous
SW1 Single -pole, 3 -way. Preferably toggle with

centre neutral or three -section push-button
bank.

T1 240V primary, 12V r.m.s. 100mA secondary.
Multiway sockets to suit equipment interfaces.
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* See caption
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AL
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Fig. 4: Veroboard layout, viewed from the component side (0.1 in. Veroboard used). R27 and D6-9 are mounted on the
copper side. Connections to VR1 and VR3 can be made via flying leads or if sliding potentiometers are used (as in the
prototype) these can be soldered directly to the copper side. Ensure that the mains connections are well insulated from

the rest of the circuit board.

switch in the centre position and use the faders as
necessary. For fade outs leave the switch towards
the camera concerned and use the appropriate fader.

Setting Up
To set up the unit it is necessary to adjust the

presets VR2 and VR4 which determine the black
level of the video signal. Ideally this should be at
-I-1.2V relative to ground at the emitters of Tr4 and
Tr6 respectively. The best way of carrying out this
adjustment is to make sure that both sliders are at

the earthy end of the tracks. Set VR1 to maximum
level and have camera 1 viewing a test card. VR2
should then be adjusted until a satisfactory picture
is produced (peak video will be seen to "lift" out
of the black level as adjustment is made). Adjust-
ment should be carried out slowly due to the time -
constant of C3 with R12, and the picture allowed to
stabilise after each adjustment. The setting is correct
when a complete grey scale can be resolved on the
monitor. Channel 2 should be adjusted in like
manner. Once set there should be no need for any
readjustment.

NEW ANTIFERENCE AERIALS
A new range of two extra -gain aerials designed to
give improved fringe area reception has been intro-
duced by Antiference. The dipole and director
assemblies each consist of four half -wave in -phase
elements in a shallow X formation. A large six -
element full -wave reflector assembly is used with
these. The XG8 has eight director assemblies while
the XG14, intended for use in outer fringe areas,
features 14 director assemblies. Accurate matching
to the full -wave dipole is achieved by means of an
integral balun plus resonator. Full details are avail-
able from Antiference Ltd., Aylesbury, Bucks. The new Antiference aerial type XG8.
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BRIGHTNESS

BRILLIANCE control in a monochrome receiver
is a simple matter of directly varying the c.r.t. grid -
cathode potential, complicated only by switch -off
spot elimination arrangements. The c.r.t. cathode
potential may be kept at a constant bias level and
the grid voltage varied by means of the brilliance
control or vice versa. With a colour set however
there are three c.r.t. beams to be considered and
the three beam currents must be balanced through-
out their operational range to prevent picture
tinting at different brightness levels. For this reason
the brightness control must be placed farther back
in the receiver circuitry. The brilliance control sys-
tem adopted depends on whether colour -difference
or RGB tube drive is employed. In the present
article we will look at brightness control with colour -
difference c.r.t. drive: a second instalment will deal
with the techniques used with RGB tube drive.

Fig. 1 shows the luminance output stage used in
the Pye 691 single -standard chassis, including the
brilliance control and beam limiter circuitry. The
techniques used in this chassis were very widely
employed in colour sets with colour -difference c.r.t.
drive.

As there is always more than one stage in the
luminance channel it is common practice to use RC
coupling at some point. It is then necessary to re-
establish the d.c. level of the signal, either by means
of a d.c. restorer diode or a clamp circuit, in order
to ensure that the luminance signal is based on a
constant potential. In the Pye 691 chassis a d.c.
restorer diode (D39) is used for this purpose.

D.C. restorer diodes used in monochrome receivers
(e.g. in the Philips 210 chassis) are usually simply
shunted across the video output pentode grid circuit
with the anode to chassis. In a colour receiver how-
ever this is a convenient point at which to intro-
duce the brilliance control action. As can be seen
in Fig. 1 the anode of the d.c. restorer diode D39
is returned via a 22ki1 resistor (R201A) to the slider
of the brilliance control. The track of the brilliance
potentiometer is connected between negative and
positive rails via limiting resistors. The tapped off
potential does not go positive however, the arrange-
ment simply allowing the beam limiting transistor
(VT35) to operate. The net result is that the voltage
tapped from the brilliance control forms a d.c.
base on which the d.c. restored luminance signal is
superimposed. This signal is applied to the luminance
output pentode (V6) grid via R351: thus altering the
brilliance control setting varies the valve's operating
point. As the anode of the luminance output pen-
tode is directly linked to the three cathodes of the
shadowmask tube variations in the mean anode
voltage of V6 due to changes in its negative grid

bias are transmitted to the c.r.t., varying the bright-
ness of the display.

Following usual practice the luminance output is
applied at full amplitude ,to the c.r.t. red gun cathode
but via preset drive potentiometers to the green
and blue gun cathodes. To ensure that adjustments
made to these controls do not materially affect the
working d.c. potential of the tube they are connected
between the luminance output feed and the junction
of the two resistors R356 and R358 which are con-
nected between the h.t. line and chassis. The voitage
at the junction of these two resistors is 220V, the
same as that at the anode of V6 during the blanking
intervals on full drive. There is zero voltage there-
fore across the blue and green drive potentiometers
during these intervals and adjusting them will not
affect the d.c. conditions significantly.

As on the other hand the live end of the drive
potentiometers is connected to V6 anode while the
earthy end is connected to chassis via the 8/AF
electrolytic C354 they are right across the luminance
output from the signal point of view and can provide
luminance outputs from zero to maximum to the
blue and green guns. The 25pF capacitors C501 and
C502 which shunt the drive potentiometers main-
tain full luminance drive at h.f. regardless of the
setting of the potentiometers.

Beam Limiter
The beam limiter transistor VT35 controls the

voltage applied to the top end of the brightness con-
trol and is driven from the cathode of the line out-
put pentode. Under normal conditions, i.e. when
the contrast and/or brilliance control settings do
not result in excessive c.r.t. beam currents, VT35 is
reverse biased by the voltage applied to its emitter
from the potential divider R214/RV16. If the e.h.t.
demand is excessive however the line output pen-
tode conducts more heavily than normal and the
voltage developed across its 10S2 cathode resistor
R226 is sufficient to bias VT35 on-provided the
beam limiter preset RV16 is correctly set. VT35 then
passes collector current, and the increased current
drain through R213 reduces the voltage at the
junction of R213/R212 and thus the potential tapped
from the slider of the brilliance control. This of
course biases V6 back, reducing the drive to the
c.r.t.

Flyback Blanking
Line and field flyback blanking are effected by

using transistor VT28 to cut off V6 during these
periods. V6 cathode is returned to chassis via R359
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Fig. 1: The luminance output circuit used in the Pye 691 chassis, showing the brightness control, flyback blanking and
beam limiting arrangements.

and VT28 which is normally held conducting by the
bias applied to its base via R361 from the h.t. line.
Negative -going line and field flyback pulses are
applied to VT28 base so that during these periods
it cuts off: since V6 cathode is then virtually open -
circuit its anode voltage rises to the full h.t. line
potential and the c.r.t. is cut off, blanking out the
flyback. D53 protects VT28 base -emitter junction by
clipping the blanking pulses.

Note incidentally that c.r.t. heater -cathode strain
in this chassis is minimised by connecting one side
of the heaters via R308A to the junction of R356
and R358.

Driven Clamp
Very similar brightness control and flyback blank-

ing arrangements are used in the GEC group chassis,
the Decca CTV25 and the Bush/Murphy CTV25/
CV2510 series. In the latter however a driven double -
diode clamp is used in place of a simple d.c. restorer.
A d.c. restorer diode conducts when the negative -
going line sync pulse arrives, the coupling capacitor
then charging to the potential tapped from the
brightness control. The driven clamp (Fig. 2) used
in the Bush /Murphy dual -standard chassis is driver
into conduction once each line by positive- and
negative -going drive pulses from the line output
stage. The action of a driven clamp is faster and
more accurate than that of a simple d.c. restorer.

Alternative Techniques
With colour -difference c.r.t. drive then it is the

usual practice to incorporate the brightness control
in the luminance channel d.c. restorer/clamp circuit.
Two exceptions are the various versions of the
Philips G6 chassis, in which the brightness control
varies the luminance output pentode screen grid

voltage, and those Korting chassis in which the
brightness control acts in conjunction with driven
clamps in the colour -difference output stages. This
latter arrangement is necessitated by the fact that
in these chassis the luminance channel is d.c. coupled
throughout: an example was described and illus-
trated in the July 1973 issue (page 393).

Fault Conditions
Finally let us consider the types of fault that can

develop with the circuitry shown in Fig. 1. Inability
to obtain an untinted raster throughout the range of
the brilliance control is almost always due simply
to incorrect setting of the grey -scale tracking adjust-
ments. Inability to obtain normal peak brightness
is commonly caused by an incorrectly set beam
limiter but can also of course be due to a low -

Luminance
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-ve

01
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0A81 0A81
01 01

100k 100k

Beam
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100k

-5V
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PL802

00k

Clamp drive pulses rve

Fig, 2: Double -diode driven clamp used in the RBM dual -
standard colour chassis.
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TELEVISION
CURING RF INTERFERENCE
Curing r.f. interference can be a tricky business,
especially if you are not sure how to go about it.
Next month we provide a detailed guide covering
not only TV sets but audio equipment as well.
Practical filters are described together with notes
on audio circuit modifications to try.

RBM S -S COLOUR CHASSIS
A guide to the stock faults experienced with this
chassis, also some fault finding procedures to use
to track down more elusive troubles.

FET/VARICAP PREAMPLIFIER
A long-distance reception enthusiast provides
full data on the f.e.t./varicap aerial preamplifier
he built. The cascode circuit adopted can be
tuned over the whole of Band 1 by altering the

results have been achieved.

BRC 1400 CHASSIS
John Law's next fault finding guide deals with
the popular BRC 1400 chassis.

COLOUR RECEIVER FORUM
The main items next month will be a decoder
alignment procedure using just a multimeter, and
suggestions for improving the performance of the
i.f. strip and the line oscillator.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

L

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the JANUARY issue
of TELEVISION (20p), on sale DECEMBER 17,
and continue every month until further
notice.
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Fig. 3: Beam limiting arrangement used in conjunction with
a PD500 e.h.t. stabiliser triode.

emission luminance output valve. The luminance out-
put pentode may also pass inadequate anode current
to give peak brightness as a result of reduced screen
grid voltage, excessive bias, or the blanking tran-
sistor in its cathode lead not being fully conductive
during picture information. This latter possibility
is generally due to the transistor itself being faulty
but can also be caused by its base bias resistor in-
creasing in value or by leakage in the protection
diode shunted across its base -emitter junction. The
voltage at the collector of the blanking transistor
should be about 0.4V.

If the line output valve cathode voltage is
abnormal-due to incorrect line drive etc.-the
beam limiter action will be affected as well as the
picture width and e.h.t. Since the line output valve
cathode, the beam limiter transistor and the grid
of the luminance output valve are all d.c. coupled,
subnormal brilliance control range can be caused
by incorrect voltage at any of these points: after
checking that the beam limiter control is correctly
set it is usually best to start fault-finding by checking
the voltage at the cathode of the line output valve,
progressing point by point up to the luminance out-
put valve anode and if necessary on to the shadow -
mask tube.

Vertical striations on the left-hand side of the
screen can be caused by a faulty blanking transistor
in the luminance output pentode cathode lead.

Shunt EHT Stabiliser
In earlier, dual -standard colour -difference drive

models which use a PD500 e.h.t. shunt stabiliser
triode the sensing point for the beam limiting system
is the grid of the PD500. A typical circuit (Pye
dual -standard chassis) is shown in Fig. 3. If the
c.r.t. beam current is excessive the PD500 will be
cut off by a high negative voltage at its grid. It
thus loses control over the e.h.t. current. Diode
D42 will then conduct however since its cathode
will be negative with respect to its anode. The in-
creased current flowing in the brightness control
network will increase the negative potential tapped
from the brightness control slider and applied to the
luminance output stage, reducing the drive to the
c.r.t. The beam limiting action with this arrange-
ment may be applied to the a.g.c. circuit (Philips G6
chassis) instead of the brightness control circuit but
the net effect is the same.
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Fig. 1: Circuit of the GEC group Series One chassis. Tuner and if. shaping filter circuits will be shown next month. Several different intercarrier soundic.s have been used: their external circuits differ.

sive than replacing the line output transformer which
will be the casualty if the control is left flat out. The
value of the control is not too critical -from 500kn
up.

More often however the control is not at fault:

resistor R228isthe prime suspect.Its valueis
I OMQ but again this is not too critical. If this resistor
is not at fault check the PL504 and PY88.

We have not yet had a case in these receivers of
the boost line capacitor (C230) shorting. It should

be remembered however that this component is not
returned to the h.t. line as is the usual practice but
to chassis via the line scan coils and the output
transformer. Thus if C230 shorts the PY88 will get
rather hot under the collar and won't survive very

I 761I

long unless something farther up the line goes first -
this won't always be the fuse as R303 doesn't need
much of an excuse to pop off.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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RECEIVERSystem
forLong -Distance

RoGERBuNNEyRECEPTION
THIS article is a follow-up to my recent article on
varicap tuning units. It provides information on the
receivers used and the modifications made to them.
The construction of the varicap tuning units coin-
cided with a change of receivers, the 14in. directly
tuned sets previously used being discarded(after
many years of good service!)in favour of more
modern 19in. dual -standard models. The receivers
eventually selected for the purpose were some in
the Murphy V849/V879 series (equivalent to the
Bush TV125 series). This seems to have been one
of the last chassis to employ hand wiring throughout
and to have three visioni.f.stages (using valves).
The completecircuitalong withservicingnotes
appeared in Les Lawry -Johns articles in the June/
July1969 issuesof Practical Television(asthis
magazine was then known).

Requirements for DX -TV
The requirements of a receiver for long-distance

television reception are of course more demanding
than those of a receiver for normal domestic recep-
tion. We are working with signal strengths of mar-
ginal levels-if not lower! Thus high gain is essential
and along with this a high degree of stability. Un-
wanted noise must be kept at a very low levelif
we are to be able to use the equally low signal
levels. The a.g.c. circuits must be sufficiently ver-
satile to be able to cope with the exceedingly strong
and fluctuating signals produced by Sporadic E and
the abrupt MS (meteor scatter) signal flashes. Then
the sync circuits must be capable of locking in on
a signal immediately it appears since many signals
are present for only short periods-certainly not
long enough for the enthusiast to leap to the receiver
to adjust rear -mounted controls!

The Bush /Murphy chassis selected seemed ideal
for DX work. Strangely enough most engineers in
the trade seem to regard it as not too hot from the
gain point of view. Sufficient to say however that
once the receiver has been correctly aligneditis
capable of high v.h.f. gain which can be increased
further if frame -grid valves are fitted. This article
describes the work done by myself on these sets
for my own use and I hope the information will be
of interest and assistance to others. I would however
welcome any suggestions from others on possible
modifications and improvements to the chassis and
if sufficient interest is expressed these will be passed
on at a later date.

Initial Work
When the receivers arrived the first task was gene-

ral overhaul to obtain first class operating conditions.

In two cases this required replacement of the mains
dropper. Following this checks were carried out on
the stock faults on the chassis-see the L. Lawry -
Johns articles mentioned above.

The i.f. strips were then aligned and all vision i.f.
valves replaced, an EF184 frame -grid type being used
in the third vision i.f.stage in place of the EF80
originally used there. Correct and careful alignment
isessential, particularly on the 405 -line standard.
As an experiment one receiver was modified and
realigned using frame -grid valves throughout the i.f.
strip: the gain was subsequently found to be exces-
sively high and the original type valves (EF85 and
EF80) were replaced in the first two i.f. stages. The
circuit of the i.f.strip is shown in Fig. 1.

IF Strip Modifications
Once work on the i.f. strip (not forgetting to peak

the i.f. output coil in the v.h.f. tuner) was complete
the sets were modified to v.h.f.-only working, the
u h.f. tuners where fitted being removed. This makes
one of the system switch contacts, 2Sla, redundant
(take the i.f. input direct to pin 3 of the input tuning
coil 2L3 in the first vision i.f. stage). 2Sla can then
be used for another purpose (seelater). The h.t.
feed resistor 2R32 on 2Slc should then be removed
and a shorting link fitted in its place-this switch
section has to be retained simply to provide con-
nection for 2R5.

Since we want to be able to use both the negative
and positive vision detectors the detector switching
must be separated from the vision i.f. strip switching
so that the detectors can be selected independently.
The RBM designers have kindly provided a con-
venient gap on the long system switch three sections
down from the top (between 2Slg and 2Slk). There
isa long rectangular gap in the main switching
assembly through which the sliding portion can be
seen. Operate the switch to note the uppermost move-
ment relative to this gap. Carefully drill a 6BA hole
through this sliding portion just below the upper
end of the rectangular gap. Fit a small 6BA nut/
bolt/washer and apply a spot of glue/Araldite to
preventitunscrewing.Itispossibleto cut out
of the sliding portion a section of about lin. length
under the 6BA bolt. When this has been done a
plasticknittingneedle which protrudes vertically
upwards above the i.f. chassis can be glued to the
underside of the moving portion, giving separate
adjustment of the three upper switch sections and
consequently the vision detectors.

The i.f.stripselectivityis good initsexisting
form but a further improvement can be had by
fitting an additional sound rejector (retuned to the
vision i.f. of 34.65MHz) in the grid circuit of the

c

44.SERVICING
P'television
Nreceivers L LAWRY JOHNS

GEC SERIES ONE CHASSIS

GEC receivers fitted with the Series One chassis
include the 2047, 2048, 2065, 2066, 2082 and 2083.
The equivalent Sobell models are the 1047, 1048,
1065 and 1066. They are single -standard sets with a
four pushbutton tuner unit.

The basic design and layout have certain points in
common with the ITT VC200 chassis dealt with in
the last two issues, i.e. the use of a hybrid circuit
employing transistors mainly with valves in the high -
power sections, along with a single swing -down panel.
The GEC design does not employ a transistorised
video stage however, the designers preferring to pin
their faith to the proven PFL200 which does seem
to have settled down to a long and useful life in
contrast to earlier production of this valve.

The intercarrier sound channel and f.m. demodu-
lator consists of an i.c. (TAA570). The output of this
is fed to the volume control via C145, the control
forming the grid leak of the audio amplifier. Fre-
quency correction is effected by feedback from the
pentode anode todifferent points inthetriode
cathode circuit. Further current feedback is provided
by the unbypassed cathode resistor R158 of the out-
put section of the PCL86.

Dry -joints
As a point of interest we have had several cases of

dry -joints in the line output stage of this and the
ITT VC200 series. In one or two cases a lead to a
line output transformer tag has been found to have
never been soldered in the first place; in others it
has been necessary to make continuity checks in
order to find the source of the open -circuit, where
an apparently good soldered connection to the panel
has been found to have no electrical contact at all.

AGC
We do not propose to say very much about the

tuner unit as this follows normal practice which has
been the subject of many words in previous issues.
The a.g.c. applied to the base of the BF180 is delayed
by TRIO4 so that none is applied until the i.f. gain
has been reduced by about 30dB. The actual point
at which a.g.c. is applied to the tuner is determined
by the factory preset control P101 which establishes
the base level of TR104. The forward a.g.c. applied
to TR101 is also applied to TRI04 emitter but has
little effect until it approaches the base voltage set
by P101. When itdoes approach thislevelthe
current through TR104 decreases, the voltage at its

collector rises and this increase is applied to the
tuner via PL1 /1.

IF Stages
We have not so far had much trouble with these

transistor stages except for the final i.f.transistor
TR103 (BF197). As this has to handle the largest
signal swing it is understandable that if a transistor
in the strip has to go it is usually this one. Don't
forget that with this type the emitter, not the base,
is in the middle. Fit the correct replacement as the
large signal will tend to overheat a transistor of
lower rating.

It is very difficult to predict the fault conditions
which will be encountered in the i.f. stages as the
majority of the troubles will be in the nature of
dry -joints and other poor connections which cannot
of course be predicted.

Line Output Stage
While we cannot anticipate the troubles that will

be encountered in the i.f.stages there are a few
common stock faults that crop up in the timebases.
We have already mentioned several cases of dry -
joints and leads not contacting in the line output
stage. These possibilities should be borne in mind,
particularly when the complaint is of a vertical line
which does not fade away down the centre of the
screen. One immediately jumps for the scan coils
but in fact these are rarely at fault. With the scan
coils quickly cleared it remains to check back from
the socket PL3/6 to the transformer and chassis,
from chassis to C229 back to the transformer (SC4)
and from the transformer to PL3/8 via the linearity
coil L203 if fitted (with some types of scan assem-
bliesthe linearitycoilisnot required and SC5
connects direct to PL3/8).

Where the linearity coil L203 is fitted note the
1.51d2 damping resistor shunted across it: when (and
if) this changes value, going up that is, striations will
appear on the left extending and fading towards the
centre. By striations we mean vertical rulings which
shade and ripple the picture.

Lack of width is a common complaint which is not
normally due to low -emission valves. The set boost
(width) control may have a dud spot caused by
sparking and this is easily checked by adjusting the
control.Ifthewidthsuddenlyshootsoutfor
heaven's sake don't leave matters like that. Switch
off and replace the control: this is a lot less expect-
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2 L6

Added sound rejector
Part No. CS40914

Fig. 2: Modification for
improved selectivity.

second vision i.f. stage. This (see Fig. 2) is switched
into circuit on 405 only by using the otherwise re-
dundant 2Sla-the rejector can be mounted adjacent
to the switch by means of a solder tag.

While tuning across strong signals it was noticed
that the a.g.c. line response lagged unduly. To over-
come this the a.g.c. line smoothing capacitor 2C6
was reduced in value from 0.68µF to 0-1/AF.

IF Bandwidth
The next thing to consider is the question of the

i.f. bandwidth. With the detector switching made
independent of the other i.f. switching we can use
the negative output detector with the narrow band-
width (405) as well as the wide bandwidth (625).
Many of the signals encountered are of marginal
strength and a better image (i.e. less noisy) will be
seen when narrow bandwidth i.f. strip operation is
used. For this reason it is the general practice in
DX -TV operation to use narrow i.f. bandwidths with
weak signals and to switch to a wider bandwidth
only on very strong signals. I have found that during
Tropospheric openings signals that have been vir-
tually lost in noise on the wide bandwidth (5.5MHz/
625) have been noted by using the narrow bandwidth
(3MHz/405). It is necessary to adjust the tuner
slightly because of the different i.f.s required with
the different i.f. bandwidths. Over many years of
DX operation however I have always used receivers
with narrow i.f. bandwidths. One very important
advantage is the inherent selectivity, which is invalu-
able when signals are present on adjacent channels.
For example in the case of channel E2 vision (48.25
MHz) and channel RI vision (49.75MHz) a narrow
bandwidth receiver will enable each channel to be
tuned in whereas operating with wide bandwidth
results in the two channels tending to float over each
other.

To maintain selectivity at a high level for both
positive and negative vision modulation it is neces-
sary to modify the components associated with the
vision detector input switching. The i.f. coil 2L13

HT

27k
3MR3

*I
Flywheel sync ,30*
discrim.circuit ''.P

3R2
12k

Sync sep

10M

3MR4 -04

14

3C14 *

1

3R22 Field osc.
100k circuit

ieFiv
* Changed values or added

Fig. 3: Sync circuit modifications.

(3V10 grid)

022

components

Fig. 4: A switch was fitted
between 1R15 and 1R16 in
the v.h.f. tuner to switch the
oscillator in and out of circuit.

Tuner 1C26
HT rail -001 P/S2-3

1R15
8.2k /7177

1R16 1C25
4.7k Z.001

Osc anode circuit

Add switch
here
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originally connected to the upper contact of 2S11
is connected to the centre contact instead so that
it is in circuit for both vision modulation senses
while 2L14 and 2C29 are removed. The i.f. coil
2L16 (top core in the large i.f. can) is then repeaked
for maximum gain with the i.f. strip itself switched
to the 405 -line (narrow bandwidth) position.

Switch section 2S1g requires separate operation
from the main i.f. strip switching unfortunately. This
switch performs the following functions: with nega-
tive -going vision (625) it brings into circuit the so-
called "anti -lockout" a.g.c. supplementary voltage
and brings 2R41 into circuit to alter the screen grid
voltage of 2V6a so that it acts as a limiter for the
f.m. sound signal; with positive -going vision (405)
it earths the "anti -lockout" line. I found it con-
venient to use instead a small slide-action single -pole
changeover type switch. It can be soldered to the
bracket which protrudes from the i.f. chassis, carry-
ing the various tuner unit power sockets. This means
an extra operation when changing from positive to
negative vision modulation: possibly some mechani-
cally -inclined reader can suggest some form of
linkage to operate it from the detector switching
strip?

Timebase Modifications
Little modification seemed necessary to the time -

base sections of the receiver. The existing sync circuit
produced good locking. Slight improvement was
obtained however by making the following modifi-
cations: 3C9 which couples the line sync pulses to
the flywheel sync discriminator circuit was increased
in value from 82pF to 150pF; the field sync pulse
coupling capacitor 3C14 was increased in value from
4,700pF to 0.04,LEF; additional filtering was intro-
duced by including 1,000pF capacitors from the
following points to chassis, junctions 3MR3/4,
3MR4/3C14, 3C14/3R22 (see Fig. 3).

Since for DX reception the receiver usually
operates on 625 lines on either vision bandwidth the
mechanical timebase switching arrangement was dis-
connected at the 405/625 -line push -buttons so that
this control when operated gives either wide or
narrow bandwidth i.f. operation. The freed timebase
switching cable was wired to one of the vertical
upright chassis members where in the event of
405 -line timebase operation being required it can be
adjusted accordingly.

Front-end Modifications
The final receiver modification was to alter the

front-end to operate in conjunction with the varicap
tuning unit. In order to achieve high gain the v.h.f.
tuner is used as an i.f. preamplifier, both stages being
employed for this purpose. A single -pole change-
over switch was fitted on the upper side of the tuner
adjacent to the PCC89 valve base. Two wires were
taken from this to 1R15 (8.21J2) and 1R16 (4.7k1-1),
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the junction of these resistors being separated inside
the tuner. Thus with the switch in one position h.t.
is removed from the triode section of the PCF86
mixer valve so that it then acts as a straight pentode
amplifier while when the switch is closed the h.t. to
the triode section is restored and normal v.h.f. tuner
operation commences. For use with the varicap
tuner unit the h.t. to the triode section of the
PCF86 is isolated by means of this switch and the
pentode section gives i.f. amplification.

To tune down to i.f. mechanically it is necessary
to study the pushbutton mechanism carefully. It will
be seen that as a pushbutton is tuned by being
turned a nylon collar moves down a long thread
and is eventually stopped by a washer and circlip
on the end of the threaded section. Removing the
circlip allows tuning below channel B1 and observ-
ing the screen shows a definite peak in vision noise.
The position then reached is the optimum gain posi-
tion for operation as an i.f. amplifier (with the
changeover switch open of course so that the h.t.
supply to the triode section of the PCF86 is removed).

Operation
This completes modification and the i.f. output

from the varicap tuning unit can be fed straight into
the v.h.f. aerial socket. The gain is of a high order.

With the v.h.f. tuner acting as an i.f. preamplifier
and no input signal fed in the noise on the screen
is very low-light drizzle is a good description. When
the output from the varicap tuning unit is fed in
the drizzle changes to a blizzard.

I found in practice that with the aerial pream-
plifiers I use ahead of the varicap tuning units the
varicap tuner gain control is best set halfway for
Band I and at maximum for Band III. On u.h.f. the
varicap tuning unit gain control is best set to
maximum except when working on channels adjacent
to the local ones. The varicap tuning unit gain con-
trol will obviously require different settings depend-
ing on the amount of aerial preamplification used.

The main receiver contrast control is usually ad-
vanced only one third from minimum with the a.g.c.
delay control on the main i.f. strip set half way.
This avoids overloading while retaining the lowest
noise figure.

Line Sync Adjustment
As a final adjustment when all modifications have

been made check the line synchronisation by rapidly
reducing the tuner gain and then advancing it to
simulate a weak, fluctuating signal. It should be
possible to synchronise to a signal as soon as it
appears. If problems are experienced with line syn-
chronisation adjust the flywheel line sync discri-
minator phase control 3RV1 as follows.

Switch to 405 and adjust the line hold control
3RV5 to mid -travel. Remove the sync pulse input
to the discriminator circuit by connecting a shorting
link across 3R2. Set 3RV1 to mid -travel and then
adjust 3TC1 in the line oscillator circuit to give a
stationary display. Switch to 625 and adjust the
625 -line preset hold control 3RV3 for a stationary
display. Then remove the shorting link across 3R2.
Finally check the pull -in range of the line hold
control 3RV5.

If the pull -in range limits are displaced clockwise
readjust the phase control 3RV1 slightly clockwise
and vice versa. Short 3R2 and set the line hold
control to mid -travel. Adjust 3TC1 for a stationary
display. Repeat this procedure until the pull -in range
is placed correctly either side of the line hold control
setting.

Conclusion
Carrying out all these modifications should result

in a versatile high -gain receiver capable of working
with marginal -level vision signals which would be
virtually unseen on a conventional receiver.

Finally my thanks to Hugh Cocks for his assis-
tance in obtaining a quantity of these Bush/Murphy
receivers.

LETTERS
I would like to add to John Law's comments in the
August issue on faults in the line timebase used in
the Pye 11U series. In my experience-and I have
renovated a very large number of these chassis-
one of the most frequent causes of line timebase
malfunction is R119 (270kn, +W). This resistor is
connected via a 12pF 5kV capacitor (C94) to tag 8
on the line output transformer and small in value
though C94 is quite high pulse voltages occur across
R119. On most of the sets passing through my hands
R119 has been found to be discoloured, and resis-
tance checks often reveal that it has gone high -
resistance. The symptoms produced by its failure
vary from weak and drifting line hold to a complete
refusal of the timebase to oscillate at all. In some
cases the timebase oscillates but at a drastically
reduced frequency, in others there is a buzzing
sound as if something is arcing over, while in yet
others all appears well except that the timebase
takes an inordinately long time to start oscillating.

I recommend replacing R119 with a 1W type, or

alternatively with a 12Okn plus 150kf/ pair of -1-W
resistors. In both cases increased spacing between
C94 and V14B pin 1 should help deter high voltages
from sparking over. Care should be taken to ensure
that neither C94 nor the replacement R119 touches
the line output transformer cover.-P. Lane
(Llanerchymedd, Anglesey).

TCE 8000 CHASSIS

As a bench engineer employed by a company within
the Thorn group I would like to provide a practical
appraisal of the 22kV e.h.t. and line output trans-
former used in the 8000 chassis (see comments on
this subject earlier this year). We have a large
number of 8000 series receivers operating in cus-
tomers' homes within our service area and to date
have had no serious problem with line output trans-
former failures-indeed we have had to replace only
two. This compares very favourably with the 3000/
3500 chassis with its tripler and lower -voltage
overwinding.-P. C. Allen (Stirling).
(See letter on page 367, June issue, and IBC -72
review in the March issue.)
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THE 'TELEVISION' COLOUR RECEIVER

M
THE purpose of this feature, started last month, is
to co-ordinate hints and tips from readers who have
successfully completed the TELEVISION Colour
Receiver and to pass them on for the benefit of
others. We have already been in touch with a
number of successful constructors as a result of
which it has been possible to present readers with a
considerable amount of useful material. We invite
others to contribute notes on their findings, com-
ments or suggestions that may be useful to others.
Clear sketches and monochrome photographs of sets
or parts of sets are welcome. All contributions pub -

Dear Sir,

lished in this feature will be paid for at our normal
rates. Contributors' addresses will not be published.

Please do not send in parts of receivers unless
requested to do so. We regret that it is not possible
to answer telephone enquiries regarding this feature
or the set itself.

The Fault Finding Advisory Service (form in the
August, September and October issues) will be
continued until further notice.

Two constructors outline below their own power
supply circuits: both seem to be very satisfactory
and have their own obvious advantages.

POWER SUPPLIES
In order to get the set working without further loss
of time I decided to forgo the advantages of using
a mains isolating transformer and having the
chassis earthed, taking the chassis to the neutral side
of the mains supply instead. This is safe so long as
you ensure that (1) all exposed metalwork goes to
mains earth, i.e. disconnect the braiding connections
to the front panel, and (2) the c.r.t. protection band
is connected to chassis via an RC leakage path, not
directly (use a 3.31140 1W resistor and 0.0018µF 4kV
tubular ceramic capacitor in parallel). The circuit I
used is shown in Fig. 1. The resistor connected
from one side of the c.r.t. heaters to the red gun
cathode is to ensure that the safe c.r.t. heater -
cathode voltage is not exceeded; it also removes hum
injection. The slightly increased complexity of the
20V supply is well worthwhile. Note that the audio
board supply (6L) will rise above 30V if the 20V
load is reduced, so 6L should be connected last-if
you are a purist! Incidentally I feel that the line
output valve screen feed resistor would be better
rated at lOW: this is not essential but is advisable
in the interests of reliability and stability.

WIRING
(1) I recommend that the signal connections to the
RGB board, from 2E to 3C, lE to 3E and IF to 3D,
be made with v.h.f. coaxial cable. This avoids loss
of h.f. signal components and spurious pick-up.
Earthing at both ends has not caused any hum loops.
If any setting up is done without the decoder fitted,
i.e. with 3D and 3E disconnected, these two points
should be taken to earth via 10µF electrolytics.
(2) On the decoder board I have found that to pre-
vent subcarrier pickup it is best to use v.h.f. coaxial

cable for the link designated V, from D16 cathode
to C43: earth the ends at the earthy end of R63 and
to L6 can earth respectively.

Coaxial cable earthed at both ends should also be
used for the -80V pulse feed to ID on the decoder
from tag 9 on the line output transformer. Other-
wise unstable sync can result due to radiation.

BEAM LIMITING
I found that the beam limiting circuit tends to spoil
the effectiveness of the black -level clamping system
by endeavouring to maintain a constant average
beam current. Accordingly I have modified the
circuit as shown in Fig. 2 (left-hand side). Tr702 is
now normally off. When excessive beam current
flows the voltage at 4H/9Q rises until 0.6V is
developed at Tr702 base. It then turns on, holding
the c.r.t. grids at 23V or so thus limiting the beam
current to a safe value.

FLYBACK BLANKING
The arrangement I used for field flyback blanking
is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 2. The fly-
back pulse appearing at D305 cathode is inverted by
the BC107 and used to cut off the c.r.t. grids. I also
found that improved line flyback blanking was
obtained using the circuitry shown.

DECODER
The reference oscillator refused to lock with L2/C13
in circuit. No trouble was experienced after remov-
ing them. I found that the preceding d.c. amplifier
Tr3 likes to oscillate as well: a 470pF capacitor from
collector to chassis stops this.

Low ident output was cured by changing L4
core, adding an 0.068µF capacitor across the coil
and changing Tr6 to a high -gain BC149 transistor.
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Fig. 1: Power supply circuit used by L. Cook, with stabilised 20V line. 36V a.c. is obtained across the 24V and 60V taps
on the secondary winding of the Douglas multi -tap transformer.

Difficulty in getting the bistable to trigger reliably
was cured by changing C40 to 013068pF and R53 to
8212; also an extra 0.0068/1F capacitor may be
needed across C39. It is possible however that L5
may be faulty, so these last amendments are only
tentatively suggested though I have found them to
work.

L. Cook

Editorial comment : We have heard from other
readers of trouble with the network L2/C13 but do

Boost
voltage

10k

Line flyback
0491 pulses from

LOFT tag 9

43k 0.1 9M

1/17l7lyroac?
blanking pulses

from D305 cathode

752 J

Fig. 2: Beam limiting and flyback blanking circuit used by
L. Cook.

not recommend its removal. The trouble appears to
be due to spreads in the value of the coil. Likewise
the bistable triggering difficulty seems to be due to
spreads in the value, which is quite critical, of L5.

Dear Sir,

BOARD LAYOUT
As mentioned last month improved performance
can be obtained by mounting the three signal boards
side -by -side on a sheet of hardboard (make cut-outs
for access to the printed side of the boards) at the
left-hand side of the cabinet. The arrangement is
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the small board on
which the RGB drive controls are mounted (so that
the signals, with the RGB board mounted towards
the centre of the chassis to the left of the c.r.t., can
be fed via short connections to the c.r.t. base panel).

In connection with the modified blanking circuit
described last month it should perhaps be made
clear that the line flyback blanking pulses are taken,
as in Fig. 4 on page 403 of the July issue, from 9N
via C704 and R709 to the junction R712/R708.

ADJUSTMENT IMPROVEMENTS
1 have found that horizontal centring can be
achieved much more satisfactorily if a centre -tapped
potentiometer is used for R354. Connect the centre
tap to PL301: the flying lead to SKT301 /2 is then
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Fig. 3 (left): Arrangement of the three signal boards side -
by -side adopted by E. Erven. This arrangement can be used
only with 22in. or larger c.r.t.s. If a single regulated 20V
line is used, add the link shown in broken line between
1A and 2A and use only one 20V connection to the power
supply. Note that this diagram shows the interconnections

between the three boards only.

not necessary. The potentiometer should be a wire -
wound type rated at 2W (available from Forgestone
Components, complete with mounting details).

On the decoder board it was found that the B-Y
quadrature adjustment was more easily made if the
value of C37 is reduced. I have used a 6.8pF capaci-
tor in this position.

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT
I have now built up on a printed panel (Figs. 6/7)
and fully tested the power supply circuit shown in
outline form in Fig. 6 last month. The final circuit
is shown in Fig. 4. The components used are those
supplied in Pack 18 plus a number of extra ones.
The adjustments necessary (R5 and R12) are easy to
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Fig. 4: Power supply circuit designed for the receiver by E. Erven, with stabilised 40V and 20V outputs. R14 can be made
up from the 3052 and 1552 resistors (R504 and R509) supplied in the original component pack.
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313/6H 9H 3H 9K 3G 9L 3F

3J/6C I 754

Fig. 5: The small board used by E. Erven to mount the
RGB drive controL>: drill in. ho/es in the positions marked
X to secure the board to two of the RGB output transistor
heatsinks-ensure that the board is insulated from the
heatsinks. Shown half scale (viewed from the copper strip

side).

carry out: the potentiometers are simply adjusted
to give the stated outputs.

The stabiliser circuits have been devised so that if
the outputs are inadvertently short-circuited the fuses
will blow without the transistors going.

The ratings of the various mains transformer
secondary windings are as follows : 0-250V 1A,
0-42V 1A, 0-30V 500mA, 6.3V 1A.

Measurements on the circuit give the following
performance figures. The output from the 40V regu-
lator is 40V with no load falling to 39.9V at an out-
put of IA into a resistive load. 2.5V p -p ripple at
the input is reduced to 50mV p -p at the output. The
regulator draws 12mA, the short-circuit current is
5.6A and the output can be adjusted from 36-44V
by means of R5. With no load the output from the
20V regulator is 20V, falling to approximately 19-9V
with an output of 500mA into a resistive load.
400mV p -p ripple at the input is reduced to 10mV
p -p at the output. The regulator draws 12mA, the
short-circuit current is 22A and the output can be
adjusted from 18.5-22V by means of R12. The h.t.
supplies remain stable to within ± 10% of the speci-
fied figures at normal average brightness levels : at
excessive brightness levels the voltage falls to -10%
or worse. The regulated supplies will hold their out -

I$

1:1111111 CI
Fig. 6 (left): Layout of E. Erven's power supply, viewed from the component side. C1, C7/8, C14 and C15 are mounted

off the board.

Fig. 7 (right): Printed panel pattern (copper side), shown half scale.
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E. Erven's power supply unit. Four large can electrolytics are
separately mounted using suitable clips.

puts within 0.5% for a variation of the nominal
mains voltage of +15%.

E. Erven

Editorial comment: The power supply circuit devised
by E. Erven is illustrated in the accompanying pho-
tograph. We have found it to provide wholly
satisfactory results. We understand that the compo-
nents required can be obtained from Forgestone
Components.

CROSSHATCH GENERATOR
It was originally intended to publish details of a
crosshatch generator devised specifically for the
colour receiver. After costing this out however we
have found that the advantage lies with using the
design by C. R. Bradley B.Sc. published in the
September 1972 issue (during the series on the
colour receiver). This has been tried out with the
colour receiver and operates perfectly satisfactorily.
Line pulses can be picked up by wrapping the genera-
tor's insulated input lead around C327 (timebase
board): feed the video output signal from the genera-
tor to the base of Tr109 on the i.f. panel. Note the
crosshatch generator modification given in the
January 1973 issue (page 129)-adding a 200pF
capacitor from Trl base to chassis.

The generator (assuming purchase of a Bi-Pre-

components list (Fig. 4)
Resistors R7 10 0 10W R14
R1 6.8k0 R8 5.6k0 R15
R2 8.2k 0 R9 121(0 R16
R3 200 0 2W R10 470 0 R17
R4 27k 0 R11 8.2k 0 R18
R5 2.2k 0 ,1\41 pot R12 2.2k 0 i \A/ pot R19
R6 8.2k0 R13 101(0 R20

All 1W unless otherwise indicated.

Capacitors
C1

C2
3300p F
250pF

63V
50V

C7
C8

1650p F 1
63V1650pF

C13
C14

C3 0.01pF 50V C9 0.01pF 50V C15
C4 0.01pF 50V C10 0.01pF 50V C16
C5 0.1 pF 50V C11 0.01 pF 50V C17
C6 1pF 50V C12 10pF 25V C18

Semiconductors
D1 2A bridge
D2 10V 1W zener (1 N3020)
D3 BY133/1 N4007
D4 BY133/1 N4007
D5 10V 1W zener (1 N3020)
D6 1A bridge
D7 BY133/1 N4007
D8 BY133/1 N4007

47 0* 15W R21 6.8k 0
500 10W
3.3k 0 1W R23 10 (2
1.8k0 15W R24 220 0 0.3A
1.5k 0 R25 560 0
470 0
1k0

'See Fig. 4 caption.

0.lpF 50V C19 50p F 350V
400pF 350V C20 0.1 p F 400V
400pF 350V C21 100pF 35V
0.1 pF 400V C22 100pF 15V
100pF 275V C23 2200pF 35V
0.ipF 400V C24 0.lpF 900V

D9 12V 1W zener (1 N3022) Tr6 BC107
D10 30V 1W zener (1 N3031) Tr7 BC183LA
D11 BY127 Tr8 2N3053
Tr1 2N3053 VA1 VA1033
Tr2 B C107 VA2 VA1104
Tr3 2N3055 VA3 VA1026
Tr4 2N3055
Try 2N3053

D3, D4, D7 and D8 must be the same type.

Miscellaneous
FS1 1A
FS2 500mA
FS3 100 mA
FS4 3A
All anti -surge.

T1 Mains transformer (see text)
Heatsink assembly type
Al 057D/T03 ; transistor mounting
kits; printed board; capacitor
mounting clips.
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Pack kit) can be mounted in the receiver as follows.
Discard the original box. Mount the rotary switch in
the normal position but for the slide switch break off
the mounting side plates and bend back the three
contacts opposite the slide switch lever itself. Mount
these three contacts through the holes in the board
closest to the edge and wire up the other three con-
tacts with connecting wire. Discard the original
VR2/S3 and use instead an RS 4.7162 16mm poten-
tiometer with s.p.s.t. switch. Glue this on the corner
of the board where the original component was to
be mounted, using Araldite: the switch contacts
should hang over the edge of the board. Wire the
potentiometer and switch contacts to the printed cir-
cuit tracks with connecting wire. Mount all the
other components in the usual way. The generator
can then be positioned in the convergence drawer
behind board three. We expect to be able to pro-
vide details of the convergence drawer top panel
shortly.

DEGAUSSING
C.R.T. demagnetising was not mentioned in the
setting -up instructions. Several constructors with
whom we have talked have reported that they found
it unnecessary. It is possible however that some
c.r.t.s may have become excessively magnetised
before use, making purity difficult to obtain. Details
for the construction of a suitable degaussing/demag-
netising coil were given in the June 1972 issue,
during the series on the colour receiver, on pages
368/9, together with instructions on its use.

SETTING -UP PROCEDURE
First a correction: the instruction to restore the
power supply connection to 5P should have been
given under the heading "Timebase Checks" along
with the instruction to restore the connection to 4B,
not just prior to making the picture geometry adjust-
ments.

Secondly mention of the coil (L501) on the tuner/
i.f. preamplifier board was omitted. The tuning is
not very critical: adjust for maximum output, after
tuning in the varactor control panel on one push-
button. This is done during the "initial stages".

We shall be publishing next month a detailed pro-
cedure for aligning the decoder using just a multi -
meter and a simple diode probe.

MODULE INTERCONNECTIONS
The fact that there are two earth pads marked 8D
on the tuner board was overlooked in the module
interconnection list given in the July issue. As men-
tioned in the alignment instructions (May) the i.f.
preamplifier output (8K) should be connected to the
input point (2B) on the i.f. board via coaxial cable
(no longer than 10in.) with the cable screen earthed
at both ends, i.e. at 8D adjacent to 8K at one end
and 2J adjacent to 2B at the other. This is important.
Connect the other 8D pad to the main 2J to 6C
point on the i.f. board (not direct to 6C).

BOARD POSITIONS
A number of readers have pointed out that the line
output transformer and e.h.t. tripler cannot be
mounted between the boards on the right-hand side
of the cabinet as suggested in the June issue : they
should be mounted behind the RGB board.

TIMEBASE FUSE
Note that the 500mA fuse FS301 on the timebase
board must be an anti -surge type (otherwise you may
get repeated fuse blowing).

CRT FIRST ANODE SWITCHES
Several readers have complained about a crack from
these switches when they are operated. One of the
modifications given in E. Erven's letter last month,
decoupling the c.r.t. first anodes with 0.01µF capaci-
tors, has been found to overcome this.

POWER SUPPLY
In the event of it being necessary to replace the
zener diodes D506, D507 or D508 following the
power supply modification suggestions made last
month we recommend the use of 7 or 10W types.

Partial loading of the low -voltage d.c. outputs is
not recommended otherwise these will rise exces-
sively giving false operating conditions.

MISCELLANEOUS
The component reference number R605 was un-
fortunately used twice in the project. There should
be no confusion however since one "R605" is the
470U 1W carbon resistor connected in series with
the black lead from the e.h.t. multiplier unit while
the other one is the VA8650 positive temperature
coefficient thermistor in the degaussing circuit.

A number of readers have asked why a ferrite
loudspeaker was specified. The author states that
this type of loudspeaker has a low radial field com-
pared to its fairly large axial field: the low radial field
minimises its effect on the picture purity/conver-
gence.

It is possible however that some slight picture dis-
colouration may still be experienced if the loud-
speaker is close enough to the tube: its siting is an
important factor therefore.

NEW FROM MULLARD
An improved version of the Mullard luminance and
chrominance signal processing i.c. is being intro-
duced: the new version is designated TBA560C. It
offers the following advantages over the earlier
version: full short-circuit protection; increased auto-
matic chrominance control (a.c.c.) range; reduced
crosstalk between the chrominance and luminance
channels; improved black level stability with vari-
ations in picture content and contrast control setting.
When a C version is used to replace the original
TBA560 certain minor component changes in the
peripheral circuitry are necessary.

For applications-including line timebase circuitry
-where a fast diode "snap off" characteristic can
introduce unwanted interference Mullard have intro-
duced four new "soft recovery" diodes, types BY206,
BY207, BY210-400 and BY210-600. The soft recovery
characteristic is obtained by using a p diffusion
into an n substrate. This results in a more gradual
reduction of the stored charge when the device cuts
off. The BY206 is a direct and improved replace-
ment for the BAI45 and BA148 which are found
quite widely in line timebase circuits and are now
being phased out by Mullard.
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St a ItAtOk
G.R.WILDING

Erratic Width
The problem with a Philips colour set fitted with the
G6 single -standard chassis was occasional erratic
changes in picture width. The impression was of a
dry -joint in the timebase circuit rather than impend-
ing transformer breakdown. The line stabilisation
control R5040 (Fig. 1) operated smoothly, with no
suggestion of a bad spot on the track, and the two
series -connected 3.3Mil resistors connected from a
tapping on the line output transformer primary to
the width stabilising v.d.r. were replaced without any
improvement (such high -value resistors are found in
the width circuits of all modern receivers and fre-
quently go high -resistance to cause reduced width,
but the possibility of a poor connection between one
of the lead -out wires and the composition body must
always be considered). Slight voltage variations at the
line output valve control grid indicated that the fault
was in this part of the circuit, the possibles being the
v.d.r. itself, the 1.8MQ grid resistor, the coupling
capacitor from the line oscillator stage and the 150pF
pulse feedback capacitor C5017 across the two
3.3MQ resistors. As this latter component is subject to

Line drive
0.1

Line stab

0.47 sitaBoost
capacitor

Line
output

transformer

PL509

3

3

3M

30.1

DIE1

Fig. 1: Line output valve grid circuit of the Philips G6
chassis (single -standard version). The complaint was

occasional erratic width reduction.

high -voltage pulses it seemed the most likely suspect
and although its insulation seemed to be in order
when tested with a Megger replacing it completely
cured the trouble. Once again the only sure capacitor
test, especially when the fault is intermittent, is
replacement.

Dark Band Across Screen
The complaint with a 19in. Defiant model (Plessey
chassis) was the appearance of a dark band across
the screen. The owner mentioned that sparks and
flashes could be seen through the back of the set
following the development of the trouble. These
models have two large printed panels, one carrying
the i.f./video and the other the timebase circuitry.
We found that a section of the former panel near
the PCL84 video pentode had darkened considerably,
current tracking across intermittently in two places.
This was probably due to the effect of prolonged
heat from adjacent high -wattage resistors. The main
leakage was between the printed wiring to heater pin
5 on the PCL84 valveholder and the valve's control
and screen grids.

Tapping the discoloured panel areas with a sharp-

bladed screwdriver resulted in the defective paxolin
flaking off without weakening the valveholder mount-
ing. The strips of printed wiring originally crossing
these areas, plus those crossing even slightly dis-
coloured sections, were completely peeled off
therefore and replaced by jumper leads. The PCL84
appeared to be in order but was replaced since this
type of valve frequently develops internal shorts
after some years in service, and this one had certainly
been subject to ill treatment. On retesting perfect
results were obtained with no suggestion of the
original screen hum bar.

If tracking or arcing across insulating panels of
any type is caught in time and the defective areas
chipped out the repair is usually a complete success.

No Field Lock; also Contrast Fault
THE COMPLAINT with a set fitted with the BRC
1400 chassis was that the picture could not be
locked. On inspection it was found that although
line lock could be obtained after careful adjustment
it was impossible to obtain vertical lock, while
the picture shape suggested that there was more at
fault than the field timebase running too fast. On
removing the back the cause of the trouble was
obvious-all valves were glowing far too brightly as a
result of the heater rectifier being short-circuit. This
particular rectifier (a BY130) is mounted at the top
of the swing -out chassis, near the left-hand side of
the multiple dropper, and is so small (about the
size of a vision detector diode) that it is easily over-
looked. When it goes short-circuit a.c. appears on
the heater line and as on this chassis the bias for
the pentode section of the field timebase valve
(PCL85) is taken from a point along the heater
chain the result is constant field tripping and a
distorted raster-this safety feature prevents the set
being used until the fault has been cleared. On re-
placing the rectifier a normal picture was obtained
but the contrast on both standards was found to be
well below standard.

The rear -mounted 405/625 contrast controls had
only slight effect. As is usual in valved dual -standard
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models they are used to add a small positive potential
to the negative potential derived for a.g.c. purposes
from the sync separator grid circuit-maximum gain
is obtained when the negative a.g.c. bias is com-
pletely offset by the bias obtained from the
contrast control(s) and the clamp diode is
brought into conduction to prevent the a.g.c. line
going positive. The fact that the controls had limited
effect did not necessarily imply that they were failing
to offset the negative a.g.c. potential: if the input to
the sync separator is small-due to low tuner, i.f. or
video gain-there will be little negative bias devel-
oped to be offset! In practice, however, limited effect
on gain by the contrast controls usually indicates
that they are not applying sufficient positive bias to
the a.g.c. rail. The only sure test of this is to short
the a.g.c. rail to chassis on a strong signal with the
contrast control fully advanced. If the gain improves
then clearly the negative potential from the grid
of the sync separator is not being completely offset.
This in fact turned out to be the case and it was
found that the high -value resistors connected to the
sliders of the contrast controls were almost com-
pletely open -circuit. The high -value resistors gen-
erally used in this position frequently go high -
resistance after some years of use and must always
be number one suspect in faults of this type. On
much rarer occasions the clamp diode goes open -
circuit. This results in the contrast control(s) having
a very severe action at first, after which a small posi-
tive potential on the grid of the controlled valves
gives a very unstable, flat picture usually with sound -
on -vision and vision -on -sound.

Weak Field Hold
Two KB models fitted with the ITT VC52 chassis
came in during the same week with the same fault,
weak field hold. On test the line locking was also
found to be well below standard though the picture
never broke up horizontally once the line hold control
was correctly set. As always valve suspects were
changed before delving into the circuit-the PCL85
field timebase valve, PCF80 sync separator and
PCL84 video amplifier all being replaced, the last
because in these as in most other ITT dual -stan-
dard chassis the triode section is used as a field
sync pulse amplifier. There was no improvement so
next we started to check voltages, starting with the
sync separator. The cause, almost zero anode voltage,
was immediately found and was due to the anode
load resistor (R66, 220k11) being open -circuit. Re-
placement gave normal field locking. The surprising
thing is how well the line timebase locked in spite
of the fault. In earlier ITT /STC dual -standard chassis
I have known weak field sync with quite good line
sync to be the result of an increased value sync
separator screen grid feed resistor-this also greatly
reduces the h.t. to the anode of the PCL84 triode
field sync pulse amplifier.

Fluctuating Picture
"Fluctuating picture" was the reported complaint on
a colour set fitted with the RBM single -standard
chassis and on inspection this proved to be a fair
description. After eliminating the possibility of aerial
or internal plug connection troubles we eventually
traced the cause to small variations in the h.t.
voltage. The h.t. supply in this chassis is provided by
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Fig. 2: The stabilised thyristor power supply circuit used in
the RBM single -standard chassis.

a stabilised thyristor rectifier circuit (Fig. 2). Stabilis-
ation is achieved by varying the point at which the
thyristor 8THY1 conducts during the positive -going
excursions of the a.c. mains input waveform. When
8C7 charges sufficiently via 8R10 to reach the break -
over voltage of the diac 8D3 this device fires and
supplies a pulse to the gate of the thyristor so that it
turns on: the charging of 8C7 is controlled by 8VT1
to which feedback is applied at its base.

As we have known defective thyristors cause low
h.t. we decided to change this first in case its trigger-
ing point was varying. The fault persisted however so
attention was next directed to its control circuit. All
resistors appeared to be virtually new and free from
discolouration so we changed the diac in case its
breakover potential was varying. This again proved
unsuccessful so the zener diode 8D2 was replaced.
This proved to be the cause of the trouble since no
further h.t. voltage variations occurred. 8D2 is used
as a temperature compensating device.

Field Jitter
It is worth noting that in later production versions
of the RBM 90° single -standard colour chassis the
value of 8R13 (Fig. 2) has been reduced to Ikn :
this modification is recommended by RBM in cases
where field jitter is experienced.

Instant Diagnosis!
There was no picture on a Philips colour receiver fitted
with the G6 chassis, due to absence of e.h.t. On
removing the cage which protects the line output
valve (PL509) and boost diode (PY500) it was dis-
covered that nothing resembling an arc could be
drawn from the PL509 anode although voltage
was present since small sparks were evident at the
anode clip. The PL509 was hardly warm in fact and
though this could have been due to the valve being
faulty it proved to be quite OK. What was the cause
of no output from this valve then?

As the slight anode sparks indicated that the valve
was passing some anode curent it could be taken
that the cathode connection was intact while grid
drive was obviously present since there would other-
wise be gross overheating. The only real possibility
therefore was an open -circuit screen grid feed resistor
and this proved to be the case. Had the boost capaci-
tor been short-circuit or the line output transformer
defective the valve would still have been at about the
usual temperature while had its anode voltage been
very low or zero the screen grid winding would have
started to glow. Without screen grid voltage a
pentode passes very little current.
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SEPTEMBER has displayed a slackening in the field of
long-distance television reception, at least compared
with recent months. This is to be expected of course at
this time of the year. Fortunately the log has been
enlivened by improved tropospheric reception while
at times Sporadic E propagation has shown itself, with
reception of several distant countries. I took the
opportunity of visiting Ian Beckett at Buckingham
towards the end of the month-more about that later.

My own log is as follows; the period 16th -22nd
inclusive is the log from Garry Smith (Derby) who held
the fort during this time whilst I was away.

1/9/73 SR (Sweden) ch. E2-SpE (Sporadic E).
2/9/73 NOS (Holland) E4; BRT (Belgium) E8, 10-

all trops.
3/9/73 DFF (East Germany -GDR) E4; DR (Denmark)

E4-both MS (Meteor Shower); TVE (Spain)
E2-SpE; NOS E4-trops. The tropospheric
conditions showed a lift on this day into
Central France-particularly at u.h.f. (new
ORTF station logged, Amiens E47).

4/9/73 CST (Czechoslovakia) RI; DFF E4-both MS;
RI unidentified SpE signal.

5/9/73 CST RI; RAI (Italy) IB-both MS; NOS E4-
trops.

6/9/73 DFF E4-MS; TSS (USSR) RI, 3; CST RI;
TVP (Poland) R2, 3; NRK (Norway) E2-all
SpE; also unidentified signals; NOS E4-trops.
u.h.f. trops into ORTF (France).

7/9/73 DFF E4-MS.
8/9/73 WG (West Germany) u.h.f. trop opening in

Band III through u.h.f. Two new u.h.f. stations
logged, both WDR -3.

9/9/73 DFF E4-MS; NOS E4; several WG u.h.f.-
all trops.

10/9/73 DFF E4; DR E4-both MS.
11/9/73 DFF E4-MS; NOS E4; E21 u.h.f. WG-just

out of the noise-all trops.
12/9/73 CST RI; RUV (Iceland) E4-both MS; NOS

E4-trops.
13/9/73 CST RI; WG E2; ORF (Austria) E2a-all MS.
14/9/73 DFF E3, 4; CST R1-both MS; SR E2-SpE;

NOS E4-trops.
15/9/73 CST R1-MS; unusual trop opening to the

NE, NOS only at u.h.f., particularly Wieringer-
meer E39 with a good signal; also DR E6, 7
(three new stations this day). At 1526 whilst
sitting on Lille -2 E21 the Fubk card was
noted to be alternating with the ORTF
station-this can only be CLT Luxembourg !

Now to Garry Smith's log:
16/9/73 TVE E2; CST R1-both MS.
17/9/73 CST RI; TVP RI; ORF E2a-all MS.
18/9/73 CST RI twice; TVP RI; RTE (Eire) B7-latter

trops, others MS.
19/9/73 TSS RI; CST RI; MT (Hungary) RI; WG E2,

3; SR E3; NRK E3-all MS.
20/9/73 CST RI; TVP R1-both MS.
21/9/73 CST RI; ORF E2a-both MS.
22/9/73 TSS RI-SpE.
Back to my log:
23/9/73 DFF E4; CST R1-both MS.
24/9/73 DFF E4-MS.
25/9/73 TSS RI; DFF E4-both MS.
26/9/73 CST R1-MS; NOS E4-trops.
It is interesting to note that the majority of my loggings
are in the early mornings whereas Garry's are between
1215-1330.

m
TELEVISION

From the results over the past month I have been
able to evaluate the new aerial system thoroughly. In
Band I NOS ch. E4 is received much more regularly, to
the extent that I propose to discontinue logging it if the
reception frequency remains as at present. Band III has
been more difficult to evaluate though the BRT/RTB
E8/10 transmitters in Belgium are received much more
easily. With the dish paraboloid now at 51+ft. (centre),
u.h.f. has shown a remarkable improvement, so much so
that Paris ch. E22 is received daily (although well into
the noise-previously it was `in' only during openings).
The ch. E25/28 Wavre transmitters are also received
daily (of sorts) whereas previously they were just not
visible.

Aerials
Elsewl-ere in this column are illustrations showing the

mast and a detailed sketch of the dish. This latter array
is some 7ft. high and 5ft. wide, having at the paraboloid

Drawing of the Channel Master paraboloid "Super Pena -
scope" u.h.f. aerial.
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focal point a twin stacked bowtie arrangement. The
element rods comprising the reflector dish are +in.
diameter alloy. The quoted gain is 18dB at 450MHz
rising to just under 24dB at 900MHz. The array is of
USA origin and imported into the UK by CATV Services
Ltd., 2 Leeson Park, Dublin 6, Eire. (This firm is also
known as Phoenix Relays Ltd.) They tell us that a
professional u.h.f. dish is also available from stock:
this has a gain of 30dB, is constructed of aluminium
with a weldwire surface and is priced at £1,000 or
alternatively in a kit form. This must be the ultimate
for DX -TV work!

Whilst on the aerial theme, during my visit to Ian
Beckett I took the opportunity of visiting the Antiference
factory at Aylesbury. By coincidence our visit came at
a time when a new u.h.f. array was being launched and
we were able to study the whole process of aerial
manufacture from development through to the packing
of the finished product. The new array certainly looked
impressive on paper. Known as the "extra gain", it
resembles the Fuba type multiple director array although
with a large reflector assembly. The quoted gain figures
for the two models are type XG8 15-5-17.5dB, type XG14
17-19dB, with front -to -back ratios averaging 30dB (the
poorest figure quoted is 27dB).

Round Up
During a recent tropospheric opening Hugh Cocks

(Mayfield) noted the WDR ch. E32 transmitter radiating
the EBU bar carrying an identification "Zentrale Kon-
trollstelle Frankfurt/Main". Hugh also noted BRT carry-
ing a Eurovision transmission of a cycle race from TVE
(2nd September)-the point worth noting is that this
race was in colour. I feel that TVE will be carrying
increased programming in colour over the next year
with the possibility of appropriate test patterns. Whilst
in the PM5544 region (!), both the BBC and IBA will be
making increased use of this card. It has been noticed
already in Ulster. The reason is to enable the GPO lines
to be used for other purposes.

Peter Vaarkamp comments that WDR-1 uses the
SWF/Fubk pattern now with "WDR-I" as identification.
WDR-3 is similar but varies at times to an alternative
"WDR-Z" when the pattern comes from the trans-
mission centre. Peter also mentions that a list of both
West German and East German (GDR) transmitters can
be obtained from Femmeldetechnisches Zentralamt
Deutsche Bundespost, 61 Darmstadt, Postfact 800, West
Germany at five German marks.

I was very pleased to meet Dieter Scheiba of Brussels,
Belgium recently here at Romsey. Amongst the things we
discussed were the BRT/RTB test transmissions-there
has always seemed to be some variation with the timings
of these. The position is as follows. Both v.h.f. and u.h.f.
test transmissions vary daily depending on the trans-
mitter. Antwerp may transmit both early and late.
Other transmitters can remain on test card for consider-
able periods after programmes finish at night. Generally,
programmes commence at approximately 1800-2300
during the week. On Saturdays the situation varies
according to the sports activities, at times opening during
the afternoon but otherwise at 1800. On Sundays the
hours are generally 1000-1200, 1400-1700, 1800-2300.

The reasons for the ORTF-1 625 -line tests were also
discussed. It seems that there was a plan to change the
819 -line service to 625 lines to coincide with the start
of ORTF-3. Due to the numbers of 819 -line receivers in
use as the time approached however the plan was
dropped, but 625 -line tests continue on Tuesday mornings
at 1000-1200.

The WTFDA (USA DX TV club) bulletin recently
came to hand and of particular interest is the description
of the Mexican TV network. Two WTFDA members
spent some time travelling in Mexico and found an
unusual transmitter at Monterrey. This transmitter-
XET-6-always seemed to provide an excellent signal
at great distances. It is sited atop the high Cerro de la

The top section of Roger's present aerial structure: with the
u.h.f. paraboloid atop.

Silla mountain. The inaccessible site is floodlit at night
and is visible from afar. The crew ascend for shift duty
for one or two week spells, the final part of the journey
being on muleback!

ORTF now have regional programming on all three
networks between 1820-1840 GMT. For example the
Paris region has "lel de France" whereas the Lille area
carries the "Nord Picardie" programme, Reims the
"Champagne" programme and so on. This is a very
convenient way of identifying transmitting stations.

News Items
China: We understand that the Peking Broadcasting
Administration has purchased colour TV equipment
from a UK manufacturer for the forthcoming intro-
duction of colour to their TV network. Of the 29
provinces in China 25 have monochrome TV coverage.
We understand that the PAL system is to be used. There
are apparently 30.000 colour receivers in China.
West Germany: The American Forces Radio and TV
Service is to increase its TV coverage in West Germany
and to this end a list of new transmitters throughout
West Germany has been made available. The transmitters
will have powers up to 8kW maximum-several are
located at principal transmitting sites.

West German engineers predict that by 1980 an

TVP (Poland) 1st chain clock. Courtsey C. Athowe.
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The new Antilerence "Extragain" Model XG14.

operational satellite TV system providing up to five
channels and operating at 12GHz could be in being,
giving coverage to West Germany and other parts of
Europe. Will we have to look to the skies for our
TV -DX in future?
Canary Islands: The Europese Testbeeldjagers advise
that transmission times are as follows-weekdays 1315-
1615 and 1745-2400; Saturdays 1515-2400; Sundays 1045-
2400. All times GMT. The test card is similar to the
TVE mainland type. Apart from the time difference
(1 hour) the other way of identifying the ch. E3 Izana
transmitter is the caption "TeleCanarias" which follows
the end of the satellite -linked "Telediario" programme.
Spain: The Europese Testbeeldjagers also tells us that
Santiago TVE-2 is to go u.h.f. within two years, with
some joint working for a few months between the present
ch. E2 outlet and the new u.h.f. outlet. The only
regional programme transmission in Spain originates
from the Barcelona area and is known as "Programa
Catalan". It is radiated on the last Tuesday of each

New US Forces TV Transmitters in West Germany

Powers range up to 8kW (e. r.p.). 525 lines, 60 fields,
4.5MHz sound -vision spacing,
Butzbach E21

f.m. sound.
Wildflecken E48

Crailsheim E21 Stuttgart E48
Schwabisch Hall E21 Hanau E48
Ansbach E22 Hahn E50
Bindlach E27 Heilbronn 1 E51
Erlangen 1 E27 Schwabach 2 E51
Munster E27 Katterbach E51
Herzogenrauch E28 Zirndorf E52
Gieben E30 Bad Hersfeld E53
Furth 1 E30 Illesheim E53
Erlangen 2 E31 Furth 2 E53
Wertheim E31 Kirch-Gons E53
Babenhausen E32 Kitzingen 2 E54
Friedberg E32 Heilbronn 2 E55
Neckarsulm E32 Hohenfels E56
Bamberg E39 Budingen E57
Bad Nauheim E41 B itburg E57
Grafenwohr E41 Bad Kissingen E57
Schwabach 1 E42 Nurnburg 2 E57
Kitzingen 1 E44 Fulda E58
Nurnberg 1 E44 Schweinfurt E59
Vilseck E45 Wurzburg 1 E59
Gelnhausen E46 Wurzburg 2 E60
Amberg E48

month from 1700, preceded by the normal test card.
Captions to look out for on ch. E4 are "Teatro Catalan"
or "Mare Nostrum". Programme language is Catalan.

It is still possible to sight the old TVE test card.
Apparently the Madrid TV centre produces a special
Spanish programme for Spanish workers in West
Germany and Holland. This card precedes the pro-
gramme and is radiated by a number of West German
and Dutch transmitters.
Eire: RTE have plans for a second service, RTE -2. This
will be all colour with selections of BBC/IBA pro-
grammes and approximately eight hours of locally
produced material. Transmitters will be at v.h.f. and
u.h.f.
Finland: Seppo J. Pirhonen tells us that the following
u.h.f. transmitters are to go into operation: Lapua E24
1000kW, Kuopio E36 600kW, Joutseno E32 600kW,
Mikkeli E38 600kW. The latter will be early 1974, the
others late 1973. All transmissions will be horizontally
polarised.

Wideband Band I Aerials
Following recent articles on wideband Band I arrays

we understand that several aerial manufacturers have
been approached regarding the supply of the arrays
shown. We must stress that these are not available from
any UK aerial manufacturer at the moment, there being
relatively little demand for such arrays. We are however
looking into. the possibility of locating a source to
supply a complete kit of parts for a wideband 1-3
element array covering 47-66MHz. As soon as there is
more definite news we will report further.

From Our Correspondents . . .

It has been what can only be described as a chaotic
month for letters. Since taking over this column some
2+ years ago a record monthly number has come in!
All have been replied to with the least delay and several
interesting items have come to light.

Lothar Scholt (Ziegelroda, GDR) wrote enclosing two
photographs. These were ch. E3 test card signals
(RETMA with a checkered border). The odd thing is
that the signals were 525 lines, 60 fields. They can
originate only from station HZ22, Dhahran ch. A2,
Saudi Arabia. The signal was noted at 0715 GMT on
June 29th and was quite clean. A caption, "Afris",
followed at 0720.

Clive Athowe (Norwich) has written about the excel-
lent tropospheric signals in the East Anglian area over
the past few weeks. The most spectacular reception was
an RTB ch. E45 transmission from the new 500W relay
at Brussels!

Tropospherics also feature in a letter from Cliff Dykes
(Sutton). Cliff lives in a flat and can use only loft aerials.
Despite this he has with a fixed Band I dipole and a
log -periodic u.h.f. array received a number of excellent
signals including the ch. E33 Ostfriesland transmitter.

John White (Scunthorpe) has also been using the u.h.f.
bands-with his Fuba XC39Id array-and has received
excellent u.h.f. signals from Sweden. He intends to
instal a v.h.f. to u.h.f. upconverter shortly to give cover-
age of Bands I and III.

James Burton -Stewart from Stowe School, Bucking-
ham has triumphed early in his TV -DX career with
reception of CLT Luxembourg ch. E21 on EBU bar
pattern. A very long log has been sent in by James and
by all accounts his aerial system is working well.

Finally Garry Smith comments on an unusual pro-
gramme seen over TSS. Garry noted on July 14th a
programme preceded by a "star" caption. A large
picture was then noted of the 0249 card, with a man
pointing at the identification area. In his hand was a
globe which also had the iflentification written on it.
Does anyone recall seeing thW
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ULTRA 6632
When the brightness control is turned up the picture
balloons and disappears. The line output and boost
valves have been replaced, also the e.h.t. tray. This
later resulted in much more e.h.t. but the picture is
now about two inches in at the sides of the screen
all round. The set is fitted with the BRC 950 chassis
-T. Singer (Harrow).

There are both three- and five -stick e.h.t. trays
for these BRC sets : using the wrong type can cause
all kinds of symptoms. Assuming that the type you
are using is identical to that originally fitted however
the next check should be on the value of the 330kf2
resistor in series with the width control. Also check
the line output valve screen grid circuit components
-R128 feed resistor (2.2kn) and C103 decoupling
electrolytic (I/4F). Further checks if necessary should
be the value of the 2.2M12 resistor (R130) and
1.8114i2 resistor (R131) in the line output valve grid
circuit and the liAF electrolytic (C100) which de -
couples the boost line to the h.t. rail.

EKCO T418
A short occurred in the heater line, blowing the c.r.t.
heater. Before this happened the set was operating
normally. On replacing the c.r.t. a full raster was
obtained but there is no vision signal. The sound is
OK. Both vision i.f. valves have been replaced.-K.
Jowett (London SE9).

The PCL84 video amplifier valve is inclined to
suffer from internal shorts and we suspect that this
valve is the cause of your loss of vision. It may be
necessary to check the resistors in this stage, also
the vision detector diode V7 (CG64H). (Pye 11U
series.)

GEC 2018
When the camera traverses a scene on u.h.f. there
are two sets of line tearing across the screen. The
picture is then perfect and steady until the camera
swings again.-G. Younger (Felstead).

There are two extra capacitors in the coupling
from the video amplifier to the sync separator on
625 lines, C97 (0.047µF) and C98 (0.002µF). These
could be faulty and should be replaced.

YOUR
PROBLEMS
SOLVED

* Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems must be accompanied by an 11 p

postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.),
the query coupon from page 91 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply
service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.
We cannot provide modifications to circuits
published nor comment on alternative ways of
using them.

PYE 48
The overall field linearity control is at one end of its
travel and it is impossible to fill the screen without
excessive adjustment of the top linearity or height
control. The picture is then expanded at the top and
bottom. If the overall linearity control is set to mid -
travel the picture is excessively cramped at the bot-
tom. The PCL85 and ECC82 field timebase valves,
the capacitors in the oscillator, linearity and output
circuits and most of the resistors in these circuits
have been checked or changed.-T. Grower
(Norwich).

The field output transformer could be the cause
of the trouble, as could the field deflection coils.
Embedded in the latter is a thermistor which can give
trouble : it can be shorted out as a quick check.
(Pye group 67 chassis.)

HMV 2629
The troubles with this set are lack of brightness, test
card dicing cramped at the top and on switching
off the picture disappears as a small rectangle in-
stead of a dot. The video amplifier and line timebase
valves have been replaced. The voltage on the c.r.t.
first anode (pin 3) is only 120V which seems to be
low.-R. Clarkson (Potters Bar).

The c.r.t. first anode voltage is certainly low. As
a quick check remove the existing lead to pin 3
and link pins 3 and 4 (focus). This latter pin usually
stands at 400V and this action should restore normal
brightness. If it does the cause of the trouble is that
the 0.1/LF capacitor C93 which decouples the first
anode feed to the h.t. line via a 2.2k12 resistor is
short-circuit. C93 also affects the spot decay, so
replacing it should remove this trouble as well. For
the top cramping first adjust the top linearity preset
on the extreme left side of the chassis then if neces-
sary check the linearity feedback capacitor C90
which is connected to the anode of the field output
pentode. (BRC 950 chassis).
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BUSH TV181S
The picture is perfect except for the top two inches
or so where vertical lines on the picture pull towards
the left and waver a bit. Often a good tap on the
cabinet top produces a very brief small picture after
which the fault clears, only to return again how-
ever. The aerial is in order and there are no signs
of ghosting.-R. Evans (Southampton).

Check carefully the soldering of the vertical metal
strip to the panel in the vicinity of the EF184 line
oscillator valve-poor soldering causes a lot of
troubles on this chassis. If all is OK here check the
10µF electrolytic 3C31 which smooths the supply to
the line oscillator valve.

GEC 2035
We are having difficulty with the channel selector
switch. This was removed for cleaning but after re-
fitting it only BBC -1 and ITV can be obtained-
BBC-2 is absent.-F. Blaise (Birmingham).

The system switch linkage is operated by a large
plastic cam at the rear of the v.h.f. tuner. At the
tuner end the coupling rod is held in the correct
position by means of a pivot and screw which is set
so that the system switch changes over to 625 lines
when the v.h.f. tuner is in the u.h.f. position.

PYE 11U
The sound is OK but the screen blank. A high-
pitched note is present in the background however.
All valves in the line output stage have been
changed.-G. James (Consett).

We assume that the high-pitched note is line whistle,
so there seems to be some sort of line timebase
operation. The 0.01µF coupling capacitor C87 to
the line output valve is inclined to give trouble in
this chassis so the first move should be to replace it.
If this does not restore results the line output trans-
former could well be faulty.

MARCONIPHONE 4614
This set works perfectly on v.h.f. but when operat-
ing on u.h.f. there is occasionally a broad grey line
which rolls from the bottom to the top of the screen,
causing distortion of the picture.-R. Smales
(Keighley).

The cause of the fault is impaired smoothing. It is
evident on 625 lines only since on this system the
field frequency is not locked to the mains frequency.
Any discrepancy in frequency produces a mild hum
bar which on 405 lines is blanked out during the fly-
back. Stab a high -voltage electrolytic of about 50µF
or thereabouts across each of the main electrolytic
decouplers-C112, C113, C91 and C41-in turn. If
you find that the effect is removed when one of these
is bridged you know that the original needs replace-
ment. It is also possible for the effect to be caused
by slight heater -cathode leakage in one of the valves,
even the PCF805 in the v.h.f. tuner (it acts as an
additional i.f. stage on 625). Before going to the
expense and trouble of trying out new valves how-
ever check the smoothing capacitors. When the fault
is not apparent this doesn't mean that the smoothing
is adequate, merely that the mains frequency is spot
on at 50Hz. (BRC 950 chassis.)

KB WV90
There are two problems. First the picture takes
some time to appear. When it does it increases from
nothing until it fills the screen. It is dull during this
time and when it is full size the screen briefly goes
blank before the picture appears normally. Secondly,
on switching off the picture reduces to a single bright
spot instead of diminishing to nothing.-J. Slater
(Barnsley).

The late arrival of the picture is due to a lazy
valve in the line output compartment. Check the
PY801 and the PL36. The residual spot should not
appear if the set is switched off using its own on -off
switch (not the wall switch) provided the brightness
control is wired correctly. On the chassis as produced
the earthy end of the brightness control is returned
via a 47kf1 resistor to the neutral side of the on/off
switch (not to chassis). Consequently on switching the
set off with its own on/off switch the c.r.t. grid is
briefly at h.t. potential and the e.h.t. rapidly dis-
charges to prevent spot formation.

MURPHY V310
Could you advise on boosting the c.r.t. (CRM 172)
in this receiver which I intend to use as a second
set. The raster can be seen only when the brilliance
control is turned up two thirds of the way. If it is
turned right up the picture disappears. I would also
like to replace the LW7 h.t. metal rectifier with a
silicon type.-J. Hennesy (Ayr).

Use a 13V booster transformer to boost your c.r.t.
heater. Connect the mains side to the on/off switch
and the boost side to the c.r.t. heater-having pre-
viously disconnected the existing heater leads and
taped them together to complete the heater chain. A
BY127 silicon rectifier with a 10 or 15 ohm (10W)
surge limiter resistor in series can be used to replace
the LW7. A new U26 is probably required.

PYE 60
The problem with this set is no line output-with
absence of line whistle. All valves in the line out-
put stage have been replaced. A slight crackle is
obtained by touching the PY800 top cap but that
is all. Removing the PY800 top cap does not pro-
duce any results.-B. Harris (Dunstable).

Since you do not mention overheating, the line
oscillator seems to be operating. Your other tests
indicate that the output stage valves are passing cur-
rent and that the boost reservoir capacitor is in
order. It seems likely therefore that the line output
transformer is the cause of the trouble. First how-
ever make sure that the scan coils are OK by dis-
connecting them. If they are faulty the e.h.t. will
then return. (Pye group 368 chassis.)

MURPHY V410
Sound is OK and the e.h.t. present but there is no
picture or raster. On checking the c.r.t. base voltages
I found that a picture appeared when the meter was
applied to the cathode (pin 11) but it soon went
negative. I checked the components in the cathode
circuit but all appear to be in order.-T. Smith
(Welwyn Garden City).

Either the c.r.t., the 30FL1 video amplifier valve
(V6) or its 10kt anode load resistor R37 is faulty.
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WEAK CRT
In a recent issue it was stated that to check the con-
dition of the c.r.t. in an old set the brilliance control
should be turned up. If the picture then takes on a
silvery appearance and details in the white areas of
the picture start to disappear the c.r.t. is probably
starting to fail. This is the condition I have en-
countered and I am wondering whether a session
with one of the c.r.t. rejuvenators for which you
have published details would be worth while.-V.
Bartlett (Chelmsford).

We have no doubt that the use of a c.r.t. reju-
venator would improve the results obtained from the
c.r.t. in this set. As a quick way of improving picture
sparkle however you could do what many service
engineers do when they want to revive a weak tube
and the condition of the set does not justify fitting
a new one. That is to connect a high -wattage resistor
of 5 to 10ki2 from the fuse side of the live mains
input-say a point on the mains dropper-to the
unearthed c.r.t. heater pin. Leave the other pin con-
nected to chassis of course. The extra current supply
will boost the tube and extend its life for a while
longer without over -running the valves.

McMICHAEL 3011
The trouble with this set is that the top of the pic-
ture curves over to the left from time to time with
intermittent loss of line hold. By reducing the setting
of the contrast control some improvement is ob-
tained.-E. Smith (Poole).

The fault could well be in the aerial, downlead or
plug so these should be checked. If necessary then
turn attention to the flywheel line sync circuit,
checking the flywheel sync discriminator diodes
(MR1 /2), their load resistors (R113 and R115, both
330kn) and input coupling capacitors (C160 and
C162, both 470pF). (GEC 2012 series.)

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until December 17
1973 and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 89.
Don't forget the 11 p (inc. VAT) postal

order!
TELEVISION DECEMBER 1973

'1'l:1'or
M
CASE

132 Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

0 Lack of colour was the symptom on a Ferguson
model fitted with the 2000 series dual -standard

chassis. Sound was unaffected and the display on
monochrome was fully defined.

The receiver was brought into the workshop for
detailed tests and much to the amazement of the
field technician a picture in perfect colour appeared
immediately upon switching on. The receiver was
left running for the whole morning and was then
switched off for lunch. Switching on again afterwards
produced a perfect picture in monochrome-but no
colour!

With the circuits active, tests with a multimeter
and 'scope were commenced in the decoder section
and after one or two measurements the colour sud-
denly appeared. It was soon discovered that by
applying a meter probe to certain parts of the
decoder circuit the colour could be restored.
There were also times when the colour would appear
straight away on switching on, as during the first
test. The intermittency was such that the colour

could sometimes be triggered on by channel chang-
ing, by switching the receiver off then on again and
by bursts of electrical interference.

Where in the decoder circuit would a fault
producing this kind of symptom most likely be, and
why was the colour triggered on by electrical dis-
turbances?

See next month's TELEVISION for the solution and
for a further item in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 131
Page 43 (last month)

The three tests made by the technician to deter-
mine the cause of the intermittent flashes were all
associated with the first anode feed to the picture
tube. The first test made at this electrode, of voltage,
showed that this varied significantly while the flashes
were occurring.

Next the first anode decoupling capacitor was
disconnected at one side and the varying voltage
continued. The third test was of the voltage at the
input to the first anode feed resistor (1-2M11). This
remained constant in spite of the fluctuations at the
other side. The 1.2mn feed resistor was then replaced
and the fault was cleared.

The usual trouble in this area is a shorting de -
coupling capacitor, but this commonly removes the
first anode potential completely. The feed resistor
rarely goes open -circuit, though any high -value
resistor in a high -voltage circuit is always suspect.

Similar symptoms would have been produced by
first anode leakage in the picture tube, but it is gener-
ally easier to clear the feed circuits before checking
the tube by substitution!

Published on approximately the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD. Printed in England by
Fleetway Printers, Crete Hall Road, Gravesend. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa-Central News
Agency Lcd. Publisher's subscription rate (including postage): for one year to any part of the world, 02.65. International Giro facilities Account No. 5122007.
Please state reason for payment "mcsssge to payee". "Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written
consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than therecommended selling
price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by
way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements 65. per word
(minimum 12 words). Box No. 20p.
Semi -display setting £3.50 per single
column inch. Advertisements must be
pre -paid and addressed to Classified
Advertisement Manager, TELE-
VISION. 1PC Magazines Ltd., Fleet -
way House, Farringdon Street, London
EC4A 4AD. All cheques, postal
orders, etc.. to be made payable to
TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds
Bank Ltd."

AERIALS

GENUINE FULL SIZE
18 element TV aerial
as used by leading
TV companies

FOR ONLY

2 vAY

+ 35p cart

7 =ITV,
NMI
28/W

6 Colour
- I- Gnaranteed

Perfect Pictures
Save f[s. We supply

this genuine U H. F,
aerial for only [2.20. can

be lilted outside or inside
Quality made technically

advanced design. Precision
grid reflector eliminates ghosting

Complete with clamp. Instructions
advice Money Back Refund.

eitall'Caravan Bracket 25p. Low Loss
Cable 10p per yard. Pluy Bp & FREE
NIth order maps & channel reference
of all Radio 8 TV Transmitters.

SEND DIRECT TO DEPT PT 10

219 Menslisld Rd. Nottingham.

IMPERIAL TRADINGIAERuusiL711
the quality Aerial Specialists

SAVE ON COLOUR
Just change your set top or indoor aerial for
the Panorama MCA11 and save over £5 of
aerial installation cost.
-Aerial cost refund if returned in 7 days.
-Covers all bands present and future.
-TV top, shelf or wall mounting.
-High gain directional design for minimum

'ghosting'.
-ONLY £2.92-1 25p p & p or send S.A.E. for

leaflet.
ELECTRONIC INNOVATIONS,

6 Serpentine Road, Sevenoaks TNI3 3XP.

BAINES for High Frequency Aerials
Full range of J Beam Aerials

Parabeam UHF PBM 12 £3.35, PBM 18 £4.30
Multibeams UHF MBM 30 L4.40, MBM 46
£6.90. MBM 70 £12.10, 2MBM 70 L28.40
Stereobeams VHF/FM 513M I £2.20, SBM 2
L2.95, SBM 3 L4.40, SBM 4 £4.80, SBM 6 £7.25, PM
3 L2.20.Rotators £23.20 & L29.00, J1375/300 L1.60
Accessories: SAE please. Co -Ax 4p and Bp

11 Dale Cres, Tupton, Chesterfield 542 6DR
863755

EDUCATIONAL

COLOUR
T.V.

SERVICING
Be ready for the coming Colour TV boom.
Learn the techniques of servicing colour
TV sets through new home -study courses
specially prepared for the practical TV
technician, and approved by leading

manufacturer.

Full details from ICS, (D.750A)
Intertext House, London SW8.

COLOUR TELEVISION TRAINING
11 WEEKS' practical and theoretical Colour training course
commences Jan. 14th for men with Mono experience. Hours
2 to 5 p.m. Mon. to Friday.
13 WEEKS' (full-time) combined Mono and Colour training
course commences Jan. 2nd for men with a good electronics
background.
(The above courses are supplementary to the 16 months' full-
time course for beginners.)
Prospectus from: London Electronics College, Dept. T.12, 20
Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU. Tel. 01-373 8721.

T.V. Studio Engineer
The Road Transport Industry Training Board has in operation
at its Wembley Headquarters, a 3 camera broadcast -quality
colour television studio with full telecine and video recording
facilities which includes R.C.A. TR 50 and I" Helical Scan
systems. We now wish to appoint an experienced studio
engineer to join a small team working on the production of
training and educational television programmes.

The applicant should not be less than 24 years of age and have
a good working knowledge of the above equipment. Salary will
be negotiable depending on qualifications and experience.
Three weeks holiday, contributory pension and life assurance
scheme.

Please send all relevant personal history stating how the above
requirements are met, and quoting reference .335, to:

Mrs. H. M. Brown, Personnel Manager,
Road Transport Industry Training Board,
Capitol House, Empire Way,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 ONG.

FOR SALE

"TELEVISION" COLOUR I.F. Strip. Pro-
fessionally built, but not aligned. £8. 98 Green
Hill, High Wycombe, Bucks.

WANTED

NEW BVA valves of popular types, PCL805,
PY800/1, PL504, etc. Cash waiting. Bearman,
6 Potters Road, New Barnet. 449/1934-5.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMIL-
TON RADIO, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leo-
nards, Sussex.

TOP PRICES PAID for NEW
VALVES and TRANSISTORS
popular T.V. and Radio types

KENSINGTON SUPPLIES (A)
367 Kensington Street, Bradford 8,

Yorkshire.

NEWNES RADIO and TV Servicing books
wanted. From 1960-1966, £2.00 paid per copy
by return post. Any quantity bought. Bell's
Television Services, Albert Place, Harrogate,
Yorks. Telephone: 0423 86844.

TELEVISION issues April, May and June
1972. Pay £3 and postage. R. McCoy, 34
Karana Avenue, Grovedale, Victoria,
Australia 3221.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS
(1925-1973) for Radios, Televisions,
Transistors. Radiograms, Car Radios,
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.

with
FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

PRICES FROM 5p
Over 10,000 models available.

Catalogue 15p + SAE
Please send stamped addressed envelope

with all orders and enquiries.

Hamilton Radio
47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards,

Sussex. Telephone Hastings 29066.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV etc. 8,000
models. Catalogue 15p. S.A.E. enquiries.
Telray, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.
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11/'_k11

!Please
always
state

Make &
Model
Number,
and
whether
TV, AMF
RADIO,
TAPE.
etc;

A.L.S Service Sheet Service
10 Dryden Chambers,1190xford Street

LONDON W1R 1PA

SERVICE SHEET
SERVICE ONLY ...7k1P

Plus large sae

Lists covering Mono &Colour TVs,
Radio, Tape, Record Players. Books,
Manuals, Newsletter etc Only Sp Plus

COMPREHENSIVE
COLOUR TELEVISION
MANUAL. BY MC COURT
Contains Faults&Causes on most
British sets. NOW ONLY £2 post pa;

"A GUIDE TO TELEVISION r.
ALIGNMENT USING ONLY
TRANSMITTED TEST SIGNALS"
By B.R.Epton. price 30p plus S-A.L

We can supply
Manuals for most
makes of TV
both Mono and
Colour including
Bush , Murphy,
B.R.C. , Ferguson,
H.M.V.,Dec.ca,
Sony, Sanyo,
Hitachi, otc;4...
Most Colour TV
require a Manual
to cover the
large amount of
information that
is necessary.
S.A.E. for quote
price and deli

Please Note

Mail 
Order

Only 
return service

One t i tie recommended from our now
extensive book list.
"SERVICING WITH
THE OSCILLOSCOPE
(KING) (1969) 176 pages illustrated
PRICE POST PAID
A S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST

OUR STOCKS
NOW EXCEED
2 opoo ITEMS

covering to o 01
of makes and

models of
TV, Radio, Amps,

Recorders,etce

* COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUALS. Prices Include postage.*
 ALBA TC1525 TC1626 £1.60, TC1717 TC2222 £2.10, TC2022 £2.60, TC2122 TC2126 £4.00....

BRC 2000 £3.75, 3000 3500 8000 8500 £2.10, BUSH CTV174D CTV182S CTV184S CT187CS C 
 TV192 CTV194 CTV196 CT197C CTV199 CTV1026 CTV1120 CTV1122 CTV1126 CT1226C £3.25.. 
 DECCA CTV19 CTV19G CTV22C CTV22G CTV25 CTV25C CTV2200 CTV2203 CTV2207 CTV2225

CTV2500 CTV2503 CTV2505 CTV2506 CTV2509 CTV2520 £3.75, CS1730 CS1733 CS1910 CS20 W
IP 30 CS2213 CS2230 CS2520 CS2611 CS2630 30 -Series CS2631 £2.60,DER 5705 5706 5707 574
 2 £2.10, EKCO All Models £4.50, FERGUSON 3700 3701 3702 £3.75, Colour -Star 3703 3704 AiAi

3705 3706 3707 3710 3711 3712 3713 3714 £2.10, FERRANTI C71166 C71167 £4.50, GEC 2028 x
 2028A 20288 2029 2029A 20298 2030 2030A C2040 C2040B C2041 C2041E1 C2073B C2100 C210 X
X 3 C2107 C2110 C2115 £2.10, HMV 2700 2701 2702 £3.75, 2703 2704 2705 2711 £2.10, ITT/KB i

CVC5 CK500 CK550 CK600 CK701 CK750 Studio -100 £2.60, INVICTA All Models £4.50 each 
MARCONIPHONE 4700 4701 4702 £3.75, 4703 4704 4705 4711 4714 £2.10, MURPHY CV1916S 
CV1917 CV2011 CV2210D CV2211 CV2212 CV2213 CV2214 CV2215 CV2516C CV2610C CV2611 

 CV2614 £3.25, PHILIPS 136-0/Std 0251(500 G25K501 0251(502 £1.60, G6-S/Std 0221(511... 
 0251(512 £2.60, G26K521 0261(522 0221(523 G22K524 G26K525 G22K532 G22K533'534 £4.00, 
 PYE All Models £4.50 each, SOBELL 1028 1029 1040 1060 C1100 E2.10, 1028A 10288 1029A 
 10298 C1040 C10408 C106013 £2.10 ULTRA 6700 6701 6702 £3.75, 6703 6706 6713/14 £2.10. 
 Special Offer. 1972 Edition of WORLD RADIO -TV HANDBOOK £1.50 post free, usually £2.80. 
 NEWNES RADIO 8. TELEVISION SERVICING books bought & sold (all years) Good price paid. 

Send large S.A.E. for FREE booklists and book pamphlets on Radio, Television & Electronics2 BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
ALBERT PLACE, HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE. Telephone 0423-86844

 SERVICE SHEETS  !MANUALS  BOOKS 
 SERVICE SHEETS 40p plus S.A.E. * SERVICE SHEET CATALOGUE 25p

OVER 12,000 SERVICE SHEETS & MANUALS IN STOCK ON COLOUR/MONO TELEVISIONS 
RADIOS, RADIOGRAMS, T/RECORDERS, R/PLAYERS, ETC. S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1974,
details of virtually all stations (published
December), £3.15 inclusive. David McGarva,
PO Box 114, Edinburgh EH I 1HP

LADDERS. 'Special offer' 9' 7" closed -
24' 7" extended. Unvarnished Timber. £13.20
delivered. Home Sales Ladder Centre (PTT2),
Haldane (North) Halesfield (I), Telford,
Shropshire. Tel: 0952 586644.

SETS & COMPONENTS

Components Galore. Pack of 500 mixed
components, manufacturers' surplus plus
once used. Pack includes resistors, carbon
and W.W., capacitors various, transistors.
diodes, trimmers, potentiometers etc. Send
fl + 10p P. & P. C.W.O. To: Caledonian
Components, Strathore Road, Thornton,
Fife.

250-New Resistors well assorted 1-2 watts.
Carbon-Hi-Stab Oxide etc. £1.00 Post Free.
Whitsam Electrical, 33 Drayton Green Road,
London W.13.

LARGE SUPPLIER
OF

SERVICE SHEETS
All at 40p each

(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,

STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,
CAR RADIOS)

"PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS"

Otherwise cannot be attended to
(Uncrossed P.0 's please, original

returned if service sheets not available.)

PLEASE NOTE
We operate a "by return of post" service. Any
claims for non -delivery shouid be made within
7 -days of posting your order.

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK

LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post). Please
state make and model number alternative.
Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on

request with order.
Mail order or phone 01-458 4882

EX RENTAL
TV's BARGAIN

23" & 19" 3 Channel with U.H.F. Tuner
£3.50

19" & 25" Colour from £50.00
19" & 23" tubes guaranteed from £2

All sets complete.

EDWARDS & SONS
103 Goldhawk Road, London W.12

Telephone 743-6996

COLOUR TV's
19" Decca £133
25" Decca £115

25" RBM/Phillips £120
25" Thorn £125

Fully Serviced, one months'
guarantee. Delivery & Terms
can be arranged. Non -Workers
available.
S.A.E. details please.

T.E.S.T. P.O. Box 1,
Kirkham, Preston PR4 2RS.

Telephone 077-48 2796.

For quality Hi-Fi Equipment, records and
Colour Television, Visit

HANSPAL'S AUDIONICS
488 Lady Margaret, Southall, 01-578 2258;
54 St. Anns Road, Harrow, 01-863 3400.
24 hours Autophone Service. Marantz,
Pioneer, Sansui, Akai, Rotel, Nikko, Lux,
Telefunken, Sony, Sanyo, Tandberg, Hitachi,
Grundig, Scan-Dyna, KEF, TEAC, National,
Quad, Telefunken, Hitachi, Sony and Grundig

Colour T.V. Always in stock.
Up to 5 years Colour Tube guaranteed and
1 year Free Servicing and Labour. Late
evening: Friday until 7.00 p.m.

EXCELLENT CREDIT FACILITIES

MAINS DROPPERS.
37-31-97-26-168 0 50p.
25-35-97-59-30 0 50p.
14-26-97-160 0 50p.
14-26-97-173 0 50p.
15-19-20-70-63-28-630 50p.
Post free. C.W.O.
Durham Supplies, 367 Kensington Street,
Bradford, 8, Yorkshire.
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PL504 18p
PCF801 15p
30L15 15p
PL36 15p
PCL805/85 15p
30FLI/2 15p

Colour V es Fully Tested
P L509 PY500/A 309
PL508

Many others available including
Mazda Types.

P. & P. 4p per valve, over 12 2-1p per valve,
orders over £4 post free.

Prompt service.
S.A.E. for free list

Mail order only.
L. & D. COMPONENTS LTD.,

71 Westbury Ave., London N22 6SA.
Tel. 01-888 2701.

Top 20 Plus Tested TV VaNes
PCL84
PCL82
PFL200
ECC82
EH90
30PL13

10p
10p
10p
0

p

CHEAPER TV SETS
405 from 50p. D/S 625 from £2.50.

Colour also available.
Mon./Sat.-9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
PREMIER TV WAREHOUSE,

Bridge Works, East Farleigh,
Maidstone.

Tel: Maidstone 26007

B.B.C. 2 19" 110.00_1
3 channel working

S.A.E. brings List of Radio TV components
including L.O.P.T.'s transformers, valves,
transistors, tubes, capacitors, resistors,
tuners etc.

A.J.M. ELECTRONICS
1 Kings Road, East Sheen, S.W.I4.

Phone: 876 5033.

MISCELLANEOUS

25" COLOUR TVs
E120 I VAT

Serviced in our workshops
CWO, SORRY, NO CHEQUES

Also 2S" wired Colour TVs
E35 + VAT

Most Bush CTV25 and Baird 700 spares
25" colour tubes E20

SECONDHAND COLOUR
Towerton Works, Oxford Road

Stokenchurch, Nr. High Wycombe
Bucks (End of M40)

Telephone 024 026 (Radnage) 3321

QUANTITY TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED

BRAND NEW 22" and 26" COLOUR TV
CABINETS. Slight seconds without backs, all
with doors in Dark and Light Teak. Delivered
for £7.50. Backs at extra cost. 19" and 25",
rebuilt colour tubes £20 & £25 respectively.
Demistic Electronics, 44 Bradley Street, Town
Centre, Huddersfield, Yorks. HD1 2RF.

UHF TV's. Working. 23" £9 each. Others
available. Tel: Hitchin (0462) 54727 Day,
Stevenage (0438) 55808 Eves, mentioning
Television Magazine.

CABINETS for Television colour receivers
Having any difficulty finding a decent cabinet
or front control panel contact K. Herr, 36
Hibernia Road, Hounslow, Middx.

ALUMINIUM SHEET to individual sizes
or in standard packs, 3p stamp for details.
Ramar Constructor Services, 29 Shelbourne
Road, Stratford -on -Avon, Warks.

Build the Mullard C.C.T.V. Camera
Kits are now available with comprehensive
construction manual
(also available separately at 763p)
Send 5" x 7" S.A.E. for details to

CROFTON ELECTRONICS
15(17 Cambridge Road, Kingston -on -
Thames, Surrey KTI 3NG

SCRATCHED FACE!
Expert service for removing and repolishing
your scratched tubes, colour and mono
chrome. Standard charge £3.85 carriage
paid. Cash with order, satisfaction guaran-
teed. Completed in one week and returned
B.R.S.

RETUBE LTD.
North Somercotes, Louth. Lincs.

North Somercotes 300

COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICE MANUALS
(PRICES INCLUDE POST 8 PACKING)

ALBA CS2211 £2.60 011167 £2.60 CK750 £2.60 G26K526 £4.00

TC1525 £1.60 CS2213 £2.60 CK822 £2.60 G26K527 £4.00
TC1626 £1.60
TC1717 £2.10
CS1919 £3.25
TCS2022 £2.60
TC2122 £4.00
102126 £4.00
TC2222 £2.10
8000 series £2.10

CS2220 £3.75
CS2225 £3.75
CS2227 £3.75
CS2230 E2.60
CS2500 £3.75
CS2520 £3.75
CS2611 £2.60
CS26127 £2.60

FERGUSON
3700 £3.75
3701 £3.75
Colour-star£1.60
3703 £1.60
3704 £1.60
3705 £1.60
3706 £1.60
3707 £1.60

Studio 100 £2.60
Colourscene 2.60

I NVICTA
C17050 £2.60
C17051 £2.60
017051/G £2.60
CT7051/L £2.60
C17051/1 £2.60

022K532 £4.00
G22K533 £4.00
G22K534 £4.00
022K536 £4.00
G22K537 £4.00

P V E
691 series £2.60
693 series £2.60

BRC/TCE
2000 series £3.75
3000 " £1.60

CS2630 £2.60
30 series £2.60
CS2631 £2.60

3710 £2.10
3711 £2.10
3712 £2.10

C77052 £2.60
C17053 02.60
C17056 £2.60

697 series £2.60
CT70 E2.60
CT71 £2.60

3500 " £2.10 DEFIANT 3713 £2.10 017056/1 £2.60 CT72 £2.60
8000 " £2.10 2001 £3.25 3714 £2.10 C17056/2 £2.60 CT73 £2.60

8500 " £2.10

BAIRD

2201 E3.25
2202 £3.25

3717 £2.10

GRANADA
MARCON I
4701 £3.75

CT78 £2.60
CT79 £2.60
CT152 £2.60

8741 £1.60 DE R 0025-112 £1.60 4702 £3.75
CT153 £2.60

BUSH
CTV182S £3.25
CTV184S £3.25
CT187CS £3.25
CTV192 £3.25

5705 £1.60
5706 £1.60
5707 £1.60
5742 £2.10

DVNATRON

GEC
2028 £2.10
2028A £2.10
2028B £2.10
2029 £2.10

4703 E'.60
4704 £1.60
4705 £1.60
4711 £2.10
4714 £2.10

CT154/W £2.60
07154/7 £2.60
CT201 £2.60
CT202 £2.60
CT203 £2.60

CTV194 £3.25 CTV1 £2.60 2029A £2.10 MASTERADIC) 01203/1 £2.60
CTV196 £3.25 CTV1CH E2.60 20296 £2.10 4030A £2.10 CT204 £2.60
07197C £3.25
CTV199 £3.25
CTV1026 £3.25
CTV1120 £3.25
CTV1122 £3.25

CTV2 £2.60
CTV3 £2.60
CTV4 E2.60
CTV5 £2.60
CTV6 £2.60

2030 £2.10
2030A £2.10
C2040 £2.10
C20408 £2.10
C2041 £2.10

MURPHY
CV1916S £3.25
CV1917 £3.25
CV2011 £3.25
CV2211S £3.25

CT20t - £2.60
CT4212/H £2.60

R G D
CR20 - £2.60
CR22 £2.60

CTV1126 £3.25
CT1226C £3.25

CTV7 £2.60
CTV8 £2.60

C2041B £2.10
C2073B E2.10

CV2212 £3.25
CV2213 £3.25

CR26 £2.60

A823A £3.25
A823AV £3.25

DECCA
CTV19 £3.75
CTV19G £3.75
CTV22C £3.75
CTV22G £3.75

EKCO
CT102 £2.60
CT103 £2.60
CT104 £2.60
CT105 £2.60
CT106 £2.60
CT107 £2.60

C2100 £2.10
C2103 £2.10
C2107 E2.10
C2110 £2.10
C2115 £2.10

HMV
2700 £3.75

CV2214 £3.25
CV2215 £3.25
CV2516CS £3.25
CV2610C £3.25
CV2611 £3.25
CV2612C £3.25
CV2614 £3.25

SOBE LL
1028 £2.10
1028A £2.10
1029 £2.10
1029A £2.10
C1040 £2.10
C10400 £2.10
C1060 £2.10

CTV25 £3.75 CT108 £2.60 2701 E3.75 C10608 E2.10
CTV25C £3.75 CT109 £2.60 2703 £1.60 PHILIPS C1100 £2.10
CTV2200 £3.75 CT111 £2.60 2704 £1.60 G6 D/Std f1.60
CTV2203 £3.75 CT120 £2.60 2705 £1.60 G6 S/Std £2.60 STELLA
CTV2207 £3.75 CT121/W £2.60 2711 £2.10 08 series £4.00 512211 £1.60
CTV2225 £3.75 C1121/T £2.60 2714 E2.10 025K500 £1.60 ST2500 £1.60
CTV2500 £3.75 CT122 £2.60 2717 £2.10 G25K501 £1.60
CTV2503 £3.75 CT122/1 £2.60 G25K502 £1.60 ULTRA
CTV2505 £3.75 CT252 £2.60 ITT/KB 022K503 £1.60 6700 E3.75

CTV2506 £3.75 CT252/1 £2.60 CVC1 £2.60 G22K511 £2.60 6701 £3.75
CTV2509 £3.75 CT253 £2.60 CVC2 £2.60 025K512 £2.60 6702 £3.75
CTV2520 £3.75 CT253/1 £2.60 CVC5 E2.60 G26K513 £2.60 6703 £1.60
Bradford £2.60 CT254 £2.60 CK403 £2.60 G22K520 £4.00 6704 £1.60
CS 1730 £2.60 CT255 £2.60 CK405 £2.60 026K521 £4.00 6705 £1.60
CS1733 £2.60 CT255/1 £2.60 CK500 E2.60 026K522 £4.00 6706 E1.60
CS1830 £2.60 CT255/2 £2.60 CK550 £2.60 022K523 £4.00 6710 £2.10
CS1910 £2.60 FERRANTI CK600 £2.60 G22K524 £4.00 6713 £2.10
CS2030 £2.60 CT1166 £2.60 CK701 £2.60 326K525 f4.00 6714 £2.10

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
ALBERT PLACE, HARROGATE. YORKSHIRE. Telephone 0423-86844
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COVENTRY COLOUR
25" COLOUR TVs

Complete with matching teak stand
£120 -- VAT

Fully reconditioned
Cabinets refinished

Also non -workers at
various prices

COLOURCARE
67 Earlsdon Avenue South

COVENTRY (0203) 79400

QUANTITY TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED

AERIAL BOOSTERS -0.25
We make three types of Aerial Boosters:
1145 -UHF 625, B12 -VHF 405, B11 -VHF

RADIO
VALVE BARGAINS

Any 5-50p, 10-75p, 3.30:-
ECC82, ECL80, EB9 EBFB EF80,
PoS, &TIM Ef 184, EY PCC84P4C14 PCF86,ca::44.4.

, PFL2
PY82,

19" UHF/VHF ( BC2)-16.00
Thorn -850 or Pye, with set of spare
valves. Carriage £2.00 ( Untested ).

100 MIXED RESISTORS -65p
it to 2 watt-I0 ohms to above I m -ohms
(our choice) 100 mixed Capacitors up
to 500MFD-11.10 (our choice).

BARGAIN PARTS
Transistor UHF Tuners -12.00, SOOK-
ohms V /C w'th Switch -20p. SO mixed
Tune £2.25. IiI(and New Tran-
sistor BFI 15 V173, BCI 71, BC] 53,
BCI 3 -7.BCI I 7, CI I5, BAI 02.
BA 129. All 10p ac
All prices includ A.T. p. & p. 10p
per order. Money back refund. S.A.E.
for leaflets.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER
(BURY) LTD.

62 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, Bury,
Lancs. Tel. Rams 3036

SOUTHERN VALVE CO. BPAOR BE TO X H1E4R4T

All new and boxed, Mazda & Mullard wh possible. Lists sae. Mail order only

AZ3I 62p EZ40/ I 40p PL8 I A 48p U801 90p 30PLI3 75p
DY86!7 34p E Z80 35p PL82 37p 5Y3 35p 30PL I4 80p
D Y802 40p E Z8I 25p PL83 45p 5Z4 35p 30PL I5 80p
EB91 15p GY501 75p PL84 45p 6 30L2 60p 30P4MR 88p
ECC8I 34p GZ30 40p PL500 , ,,, 6AT6 30p 35W4 35p
ECC82 25p PC86 46p PL504 , ..P 6BW7 60P 50CD6G
ECC83 25p PC88 46p PL508 70p 6CD6G 80p L1.25
ECC85 36p PC97 38p PL509 L1.40 6F24/5 60p ETC., ETC.
ECC88 45p PC900 45p PL802 85p 6F28 60p
ECH42 70p PCC84 33p PL805 78p 6K7,8 35p Service & Civility.
ECH8 I 34p PCC85 35p PY32/3 47p 6V6 35p The above types,
ECH84 SOp PCC88 60p PY8I 3Ip 6X4 30p and many others,
ECL80 40p PCC89 45p PY88 33p 6X5 35p are in stock at
ECL82 45p PCCI89 48p PY800 3Ip 9D7 40p time of going to
ECL83 57p PCF80(L) 28p PY801 3Ip I 0C2 75p press.
ECL86 40p PCF80(Br) 38p PY500 80p 10F I 45p These are new
EF80 24p PCF82 50p UBF89 35p 10P13 70p lower prices,
EF85 36p PCF86 48p UCC85 40p 128A6 40p including V.A.T.
EF86 50p PCF200 45p UCH42 50p 20L1 80p at 10 %.
EF89 30p PCF801 48p UCH8 I 40p 20P3 80p Transistor lists
EF I 83 32p PCF802 45p UC L82 40p 20P4 80p
EF 184 32p PCF805 55p UCL83 55p 20P5 95p All valves new
EH90 45p PCF806 55p UF41 50p 30C1 38p and boxed but
EL34 54p PCF808 50p UF85 35p 30C15 70p we cannot always
EL4 I 50p PCH200 55p UF89 35p 30118 55p guarantee any
EL42 47p PCL82 32p U L4 1 55p 30F5 75p specific make.
EL84 30p PCL83 45p UL84 42p 30FL I 50p Postage: 3p per
EL86 38p PCL84 32p UY41 35p 30FL2 50p valve / post free
EL90/1 40p PCL85 1 UY85 30p 30L1 33p over L3.00.
EL95 40p PCL805 , 40p U25 62p 30L15 75p Tel. (Office):
EM80/1 40p PCL86 32p U26 60p 30L17 70p 440 8641
EM84 40p PFL200 55p U191 60p 30P12 70p Closed Thursday
EY51 45p PL36 52p U193 3Ip 30PI9 70p & Saturday
EY86/7 35p PL8 1 45p U404 40p 30PLI 60p afternoons.

If you have difficulty in obtaining

TELEVISION
Please place a regular order with
your newsagent or send 1 year's

subscription (£2.65) to:
Subscription Department, Television, Tower
House, Southampton St., London, WC2E 9QX

Registration London 53626

REBUILT T.V. TUBES
FOR MEN OF VISION

Current types
17" £4.00 21" £5.00
19" £4.00 23" £5.00

Panorama & Rimguard types
19" £6.00 23" £8.00

Twin panel
19" £7.50

Cash or P.O. with order, no C.O.D.
Carriage 75p in England, Scotland, Wales.
Add f 1.25 for carriage Northern Ireland.
For all enquiries please send S.A.E.
Each tube fitted with new electron gun
assembly. Fully guaranteed for two years
against any fault except breakage.

k.s.t. ltd.
Providence Mills, Viaduct St., Stanningly,
Nr. Leeds, Yorks. Tel. Pudsey 78177

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(VALVE SPECIALISTS) L.,.79=.7:c.

NEW valves by Mullard, Mazda, Telefunken etc.,
IMMEDIATE POSTAL DESPATCH, LISTS S.A.E., DISCOUNT PRICE

PRICES FROM 1.4.1973 (INCL. V.A.T.)
DY86/7
D Y802
ECC8I
ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF183
EFI84
EH90
EY51
E Y86/7
GZ34
PC86

33p
37p
40p
37p
43p
37p
49p
49p
46p
60p
33p
63p
6Ip

PC88
PC F80
PCF801
PC F802
PCF805
PC F808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL805 f
PCL805 (non

BVA) 48p

6Ip
43p
53p

73p
70p
4Ip
53p
49p
53p

PCL86
PL36
PL84
PL500/4
PY8I
PY800
PY801
U25
U26
U191

53p
70p
53p
70p
409
40p
40p
80p
80p
809

U193 40p
U251 83p

6/30L2 80p 30PL 13/4 95p
6BW7 66p 30PL 15 95p
6F23 85p
6F28 60p
20L1 88p
20P4 88p
30C15 84p
30FLI/2 60p
30L15 84p
30L17 84p Enquirleswelcomed
30P12 84p BY100-127 with
30PLI 66p IOW res. 16p

NOTE:
PRICES ARE
TO NEAREST
NEW PENNY
QUANTITY
PRICES ARE
LOWER.

POST FREE OVER £3, BELOW THIS add 4p per valve +
PLENTY OF OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE. 39 for subsequent ones

Large PCF130 30p. Sorry, no X78, X79 but EQUIVS, 12AH8 & IOCI
See separate Component, CRT and Transistor Lists. Many obsolete types available

(Adjacent to Post Office) 6 POTTERS RD., NEW BARNET
HERTS. Tel: 449/1934-5 any time.

Local Agents: MANOR SUPPLIES, 172 WEST END LANE, LONDON NW6
Tel: 794/8751. (Near West Hampstead Tube Station)
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PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 POTTERS RD., NEW BARNET, HERTS.
One of the finest range of new and makers
premises. Delivery usually ex stock and sent

rebuilt tubes in
securely packed

the country; every tube is tested before it leaves
daily. Commonwealth deliveries arranged.

FOR EXAMPLE: NEW TUBES TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE Carriage
CME1702, AW43-80,CRM173, MW43-80, MW43-69,
CRMI72, AW43-88, AW43-89, CMEI705, CMEI703,
CI7AF
CMEI903. CME1902, CME1901, AW47.90, AW47-91,
A47- I 4W, C I 9AH

CME2101, AW53-88. AW53-89. CRM2I I, CRM2I2,
MW53-20, MW53-80, CME2I04
CME2303, CME230I, AWS9-90, AWS9-91
A59 -15W, CME2308

Rebuilt Tubes:
CME 1908 }

£6.05
1903

AW47-91 l
L6.05A47 -14W f

CME2308 0.25 2303

AW59/91 } L825A59/15W

17" E6.46 + 60p

19 E7.56 + 66p
21 £8.66 + 71 p
23 £10.45 + 71 p

NEW MULLARD A56/120X L49.50
A66/120X L57.20

One Year Guarantee
Four Year Guarantee

EXTENSION L7.70 extra
Incl. V.A.T. Cge / Ins L1.65

MAKERS COLOUR TUBES
A49/191 X (A49I I & A49 120X)

A55/ 14X & A56/ 120X

A63/200X (A63. IIX & 120X)

A67/120X

L53.90 0.65 cge/ins.
£58.30

£62.70

£64.90

NEW TUBES
*TSD282 (TSD2I7)

MW3 1-74
TSD290/CMEI201
A31/120W-CMEI 220

*1 3BP4
MW36/24 & 44
CME 1 601
CME 1602
CMEI713
CMEI906
A47- I 3W
A47 -I I W & 26W
A50-1 20W/CME2013

tCME2306
A59-1 3W
A59-1 I W & 25 or 23W
CME24 I3/A6 I , 120W

the

L13.75
L3.30

£10.78
£10.78
£15.40

£5.23
£10.40
L11.00
L13.20

L12.10

£9.35
£11.55

L14.85

L12.65
L14.30

Two year Guarantee Except TSD282
and 1313P4 I year.
Please enquire regarding availability of
rebuilds. Also seconds in colour tubes.

Telephone enquiries welcomed.
MONO QUANTITY DISCOUNTS IN

CERTAIN CASES

OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS
CLOSED THURSDAY AFTERNOONS

NOTE: Above prices from 1st April 1973 include 10",, V.A.T.

TELEPHONE: 01-449 1934/5. ALL ENQUIRIES SAE PLEASE
ADD 50p FOR

SHORT SEA JOURNEYS

REBUILT TUBES! THE UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"

YOU'RE UHF/625 LINE
SAFE CAN PRODUCE

WHEN YOU
REMARKABLE
IMPROVEMENTS IN

BUY FROM COLOUR AND
0

RE -VIEW! PICTURE QUALITY
/ IN FRINGE OR

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY: DIFFICULT AREAS
Rimband & WITH SIGNIFICANT

Mono Twin Panel Colour REDUCTION IN15-17' L5.00 19" L7.00 19" L25.00
19" L5.50 23" L9.00 22" L27.50 NOISE (SNOW).
21' L6.50 24" 110.00 25" £30.00 HIGH GAIN -VERY LOW NOISE
23' L7.50 26" L32.50 FITTED FLY LEAD -INSTALLED IN SECONDS

Exchange Basis HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
Carriage 75p (carriage -ins. E1.50) IVORY PLASTIC CASE 3+ x 3+ x I+ CORK BASE

INC. VAT CHANNELS: Group A, Red code 21-33
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery Group B, Yellow code 39-51

Group C -D, Green code 52-68* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun
assembly and the correct voltage heater. EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE

* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT
covering it for Mono Tubes 2 years, Colour Tubes BOOSTS ALL BAND III and ANY SPECIFIED
I year, against all but breakage. BAND I CHANNEL SIMULTANEOUSLY

* Each tube is insured on the journey. NOMINAL GAIN 16-18 DB BOTH BANDS

* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-how. PRICES BOTH TYPES:
We were amongst the very first to pioneer the Battery model £4.17 Mains version L6.50
technique of rebuilding television tubes. Including VAT postage 13p

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey 6 ORCHARD GDNS., TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON

Tel. 01-689 7735 Telephone: Teignmouth 4757



WITWORTH MONOCHROME ALL ONE PRICE
TRANSFORMERS

TV Line out -put transformers
(Discounts to Trade) £5.17 EACH V.A.T. & CARRIAGE PAID

BUSH
TUG versions TV
TV75 or C TV
TV76 or C TV
TV77 TV
TV78 TV
TV79 TV
TV83 TV
TV84 TV
TV85 TV
TV86 TV

TV
TV9 I TV
TV92 TV
TV93 TV
TV94 TV

25
25U
28
34
35
35R
38
38R
39
41
45
48
61
65
66

BAIRD
600 628 662 674
602 630 663 675
604 632 664 676
606 640 665 677
608 642 666 681
610 644 667 682
612 646 668 683
622 648 669 685
624 652 671 687
625 653 672 688
626 661 673
Please quote part No. normally found
on to. base plate; 4121, 4123, 4140 or
4142.

MURPHY
V310 V430 V520 V879 or C V789 V20 I 5SSV3IOA V430C V530 V923. VI53 V20165V310AD V430D V530C V929 or L V159 V20175V310AL V430K V530D V973C V173 V2310
V310CA V440 V539 V979. V179 V231 1C
V320 V440D V540 V653X V1910 V2414D
V330 or D V440K V540D V659 V1913 V2415DV330F or L V470 V649D V683 V1914 V2415S
V410 V480 TM2 Chassis V739 V2014 V24 I 5SSV4IOC V490 V843. V735 V2014S V24 I 6DV410K V500 V849. V783 V20 I 5D V23165V420 V5I 0 V873. V787 V20155 V24 I 7SV420K V519
Two types fitted. One has pitch overwind, the other has plastic moulded.
overwind. Please state which type required as they are not interchangeable.TV95 or C TV

TV96 or C TV
TV97 TV
TV98C TV
TV99 or C
TV I 00C
TVIOIC
TV I 02C
TV103 or D

71
75
76
78
815
83
83D
835
83SS

DECCA
DR20 DR34 DR7I DR505
DR2I DM35 DR95 DR606
DR23 DM36 DR100 666TV-SRG
DR24 DM39C DR101 777TV-SRG
DR29 DR4I DRI21
DR30 DM45 DR122 MSI700
DM30 DR49C DR123 MS2000

PHILIPS
23TGIlla G19T21 0 G23T2 I 0
237G I I3a G 19T2I I G23T2 I I

23TG12Ia G I9T212 023T2 I 2
23TG I22a G197213 G24T230
23TG13Ia G I 9T2 I 4 G24T232
23TG I 42a GI9T215 G24T236

GEC
2000 2015 2022 2043 2064
2001 2017 2023 2044 2065
2010 2018 2032 2047 2066
2012 2019 2033 2048 2082
2013 2020 2038 2063 2083
2014 2021 2039

TV105 or D or R
TV106
TV107
TV108

85S
86
86D
865

D R3 I D M 55 D R202 MS2001
DR32 DM56 DR303 MS2400
DR33 DR6I DR404 MS2401

23TG I 52a G207230 G247238
237G 153a G20T232 G24T300
23TG156a G20T236 G247301
23TG I 64a G20T238 G247302

PYE
11 u Series
I2u
13u State Pt. No.TV109

TV1 I 2C
TV I 13

8655
915
91D

SOBELL
T24 ST284 or ds 1010dst 033

237GI70a G207300 G24T306
237G171a G20T301 G24T307
23TG I 73a G20T302 G247308
23TG I 75a G20T306

I 4u required
15u AL2I003 or
20u 772494TVI 15 or C or R

TV I 18
TV I 23
TV 124
From rnodel TVI23 to TV I 39 there
been two types of transformer fitted.

935
93D

have

SC24 S7285 or ds 1012
TPSI73 ST286 or ds 1013
TPSI80 ST287 or ds 1014
STI 95 or ds ST288 ds 1018
STI 96 or ds ST290ds 1019
ST I 97ds ST29I ds 1020

038
039
047
048
057
058

23TG I 76a G207307
23FG632 G20T308

V700 or A or D
V7I 0 or A or D State Pt. No.
V720 required -
V830A or D or 772444 or
LBA 771935

One has pitch overwind, the other has
plastic moulded overwind.
Please state which type required as
they are not interchangeable.

SC270 ST297ds 1021
T278 I 000ds 1022
ST282 I 002ds 1023
ST283 1005ds 1032

063
064
065
066

FERGUSON. ULTRA, MARCONI, H.M.V. (BRC, Jellypots).
ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

ALBA, COSSOR, EKCO, FERRANTI, K.B., PYE, ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS COLOUR TV Line out -put transformers
THORN B.R.C.
MONOCHROME

ORDER
Ref.

THORN (BRC)
2000 Chassis
Scan 0/P Tx.

BUSH
CTV25 Mk. I & 2
LI0.10 ea.

EKCO
CT102
C7104 L I 1.70

980, 981, 982
911, 950/1, 960
950/2, 1400 -5 stick
1400 Portable -3 stick
1500 20" 3 stick
1500 24" 5 stick
1580 Portable -2 stick
1590, 1591

RT I
RT2
RT3
RT3A
R74
RT5
RTI6
RTI7

£3.30
E3.60
£3.90
£3.60
£3.60
£3.90
E3.50
£1.30

EHT 0/P Tx.
3000 Chassis
Scan 0/P Tx.
EHT 0/P Tx.
8000 Chassis
8500 Chassis
All E6.80 ea.

CTV25 Mk.3
CTVI62
E7.90 ea.
CTVI67 Mk.1 & 2
C10.10 ea.
CTV167 Mk.3
CTV I 74D
CTV I 82S

ea.
CTIO3
C7105
CT1 06
CTI 07
CTI 08
CTI 09
CTI II
CTI20
CT121 &/TCTV 1845

CTV I 87CS CT122 L8.90 ea.

MAKE CHASSIS
COLOUR

GEC
Dual Standard
Single Standard
L7.90 ea.

CTV 1945
CTV I 97C
CTV I 99S
E7 .10 ea.

PYE
CT70
CT7I L11.70 ea.
CT72DECCA

DECCA
DECCA
GEC
ITT -KB
PHILIPS
PYE

CTV I9, CTV25
CSI910,CS2213
CS I 730
Dual & Single std.
CVC- I , 2, 3
013
691. 692, 693, 697

L6.30
£6.30
L5.80
E6.10
E6.30
£6.30
£6.10

ITT -KB
CVC I Chassis
CVC2
£7.10 ea.
CVC5 Chassis

DECCA
CTV19 Valve Rec.
CTV25 ,

Overwind Coil '

CT73
CT78
CT79
C7152
CT 153
CTI 54 £8.90 ea.

PYE
BUSH MURPHY

713
Single std plug-in

16.40
16.30

£8.10 ea. £5.10 ea.
PrirnaryCoil MURPHYBUSH MURPHY

THORN BRC
THORN BRC
THORN BRC
THORN BRC

Dual standard
2000
3000
8000
8500

£8.40
£7.30
E6.60
£4.10
14.20

PHILIPS
G6 Chassis D/S
G6 S/S
£8.70 ea.

E3.70 ea.
CTVI9 D/S Tripler
CTV25 ,. ,

CTV25 S/S Tripler
CS1730

CV1912 CV2510 Mk.3
CV19165 CV251 I Mk.3
CV2210 CV2516S
CV22 12 CV2610
CV22 I 3 CV2611
CV22 I 4 CV2614G8 Chassis

17.90 ea.
L7.80 ea.
CSI910
CS2213
E7.10 ea.

L7.90 ea.
CV2510 Mk. I & 2
CV25I I Mk. I & 2

LI0.10 ea.

Every item listed stocked. Most newer and older models in stock. S.A.E. for quotation
For by -return service contact your nearest depot. Callers welcome.

Tidman Mail Order Ltd., Dept. NA. Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd., Dept. NA.
236 Sandycombe Road, 89 Meriden Street,
Richmond, Surrey. Birmingham 5.
London : 01-948 3702 Birmingham : 021-643 2148

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS - PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. and CARRIAGE
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How to qualify in your
spare time fora better job

Make yourself worth more and you'll earn more. It's as
simple as that. There are always plenty of people to do the
routine work - but, right now, key jobs are going begging for
lack of suitably qualified men to fill them. The basic qualification
is technical know-how. When you've got that, you're in demand
- out in front.

Are you ambitious - willing to set aside about 6o minutes a
day for home study ? If you are, B.I.E.T. can give you the technical
knowledge you need - change your entire future prospects.

It's easier than you think... I
Make no mistake about it - you could do it. Most people

have unused ability. A low-cost B.I.E.T. course helps you
discover this hidden ability - makes learning enjoyable and so
much easier than it used to be. The B.I.E.T. simplified study
system gets results fast.

We've successfully trained thousands of men at home -
equipped them for higher pay and better, more satisfying jobs,
steered them safely through City and Guilds examinations
- enabled many of them to put letters after their name.

With the help of B.I.E.T., you too could soon be on your 1.
way to better things.

OTHERS HAVE DONE IT -SO CAN YOU
Many of the successful B.I.E.T. students who get a recognised

qualification never thought they had the brains to do it. But you don't
need outstanding brain -power or talent - not even any special education.
With enthusiasm, a little determination and -a B.I.E.T. home training,
ordinary, average ability will see you through. We've proved it over and
over - thousands of times, in fact!

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY HE EVER OBTAINED.
"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that

my application for Associate Membership bad been approved. I can
honestly say that this has been the best value for money I have ever
obtained -a view echoed by two colleagues who recently commenced
the course" - Student D.I.B., Yorks.

HE GOT OUT OF A BAD JOB
INTO ONE HE LOVED.

"Completing your course, meant going
from a job I detested to a job that I love, with
unlimited prospects" - Student J.A.O.,
Dublin.

HE MADE FOUR TIMES
AS MUCH MONEY.

"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly
changed my earning capacity and in the next
few years, my earnings increased fourfold" -
Student C.C.P., Bucks.

T FREE

ACT NOW - DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF
It costs no more than a stamp to find out how
we can help you. Tick the subject that interests
you. Then post the coupon (or write). We'll
send you an interesting 76 -page book that will
open up for you a whole new world of
opportunity - and it's FREE.
B.I.E.T, Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 OF.

16 -PAGE 600K
can out you on the
road to success through
a B I.E T. Home Study
Course it's yours for
the asking. without
obligation Post coupon
for your FREE COPY
TODAY

orttereiti

Which of these 165 career
opportunities could earn you £10...

£15...even £30 extra a week?
In a job you
really enjoy

Tick or state subject of interest.
Post to address below.

MECHANICAL
Society of
Engineers-
A.M.S.E. (Mech.) 
Institute of
Engineers &
Technicians
(A.M.I.E.)
CITY & GUILDS
Gen. Mech. Eng. 0
Maintenance Eng. 0
Welding
Gen. Diesel Eng. 0
Sheet Metal WorkD
Eng. Inspection 0
Eng. Metallurgy 0
ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONIC
Society of
Engineers-
A.M.S.E. (Elec.) 0
CITY & GUILDS
Gen. Electrical
Engineering
Electrical
Installations 0
Electrical Maths 0
Computer
Electronics
Electronic Eng. 0
Practical Radio
& Electronics
(with kit) 0
MANAGEMENT &
PRODUCTION

Institute of Cost
& Management
Acctnts.
Computer
Programming
Works M'ment.
Work Study
Gen. Production
Eng.
Estimating &
Planning
Storekeeping
Management
Skills
Quality Control

0

0
0

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
Institute of
Engineering
Designers
(A.M.I.E.D.)
General
Draughtsmanship 0
Elec. Draughts-
manship 0
Architectural
Draughtsmanship 0
Technical
Drawing

RADIO & TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS
CITY & GUILDS,
Radio, TV /
Electronics
CITY & GUILDS
Telecoms. 0
Gen. Radio & TV
Eng.

ElRadio Amateurs
Exam
Radio Servicing 0
TV Servicing E
Colour TV

AUTOMOBILE &
AERONAUTICAL
Institute of the
Motor Industry
A.M.I.I. 0
MAAIIMI 0
CITY & GUILDS
Auto Eng.
Gen. Auto Eng.
Motor Mechanics 0
Auto Diesel Eng. 0
Garage M'ment.
ARB Aero Engi-
neering Certs.
Gen. Aero Eng. 0

CONSTRUCTIONAL
Society of
Engineers-
A.M.S.E. (Civ.)
Institute of Build-
ing-L.I.O.B.

A.B.T. Clerk of
Works
Construction
Surveyors Insti-
tute-L.C.S.I.
CITY & GUILDS
General Building
(all branches)
Heating & Vent.
Inst. Clerk of
Works
Site Surveying -
Health Engineer-
ing
Road Construc-
tion
Quantities,
Estimates
Hydraulics 0
Structural Eng.

GENERAL
Agricultural Eng. D
Council of Eng.
Institutions
Farm Science
Plastics

Supplementary
courses for Nat.
Certificates.

G.C.E.
- choose from
58 '0' & 'A'
level subjects.

Coaching for many
exams. including
C & G and assistance
in ONC (HNC.

IT PAYS TO BE QUALIFIED!
POST TODAY FOR A BETTER TOMORROW

To B.I.E.T., Dept BTVI I
Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF (2 -TN BT I

NAME..
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS AGE
Accredited by C A.C.C.

BRITISH INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY


